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Introduction

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published a landmark report, “Response to Congress on Use of Decentralized 
Wastewater Treatment Systems,” in the spring of 1997 on the benefits, costs, and applicability of decentralized wastewater 

treatment technology and management as a means to help address the nation’s water quality concerns. According to that report, 
“adequately managed decentralized wastewater systems are a cost-effective and long-term option for meeting public health and 
water quality goals, particularly in less densely populated areas,” helping to spur a shift in considering decentralized systems as a 
permanent part of our nation’s infrastructure. This report also helped set the stage for a number of federal initiatives to promote the 
advancement of decentralized wastewater technologies and the best management practices for maintaining these systems, providing 
critical guidance to state and local officials and wastewater professionals.    

In 1999, Congress funded National Community Decentralized 
Wastewater Demonstration Projects through congressional 
earmarks at funding levels ranging from $570,000 to $5.5 
million. These demonstration projects, selected and overseen 
by EPA, highlighted improved treatment methods and 
management approaches. The 18 selected sites covered a 
diverse range of climates, soils, and ecosystems, each with 
unique challenges and innovative solutions.    

While the results of many of these projects have been 
featured on presentations, conferences, case studies, and 
reports, this compendium is the first of its kind to compile 
an overview of all the demonstration projects funded. The 
summaries include project objectives, funding, technology, 
lessons learned, and current statuses of those communities 
or projects. This compendium will be particularly useful for 
decentralized system stakeholders, including state and local 
government leaders, community organizers, non-profits, and 
homeowners because the demonstration projects ranged 
in topics from installation of new advanced wastewater 
treatment systems, community-wide assessments, to green 
infrastructure and stormwater improvements. 

In addition, some of the projects featured laid the 
groundwork for future decentralized wastewater projects, 
while others revitalized their communities through the 
installation and management of new decentralized systems. 
Many of the projects have continued since their funding 
ended and are still in operation today.

Image 1:Image 1: Se Sepptic ttic tank riseank riserr. (Phot. (Photo co courtourteessy of EPy of EPA)A)
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Summary of Demonstration Projects
The 18 National Community Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Projects, while differing in type, scale, and approach, offer 
shared thematic conclusions, which can be particularly valuable for municipalities, organizations, and responsible management entities 
implementing similar decentralized wastewater projects in their communities. Due to the specificity of each community project, the 
case studies presented in this compendium help clarify that one size does not fit all in determining solutions for wastewater treatment. 
However, four common themes were observed from the summary reports. These themes appeared throughout multiple projects 
summarized in this compendium: Community engagement is critical; localities and states can work together; alternative systems can be 
successful; and monitoring and data collection is important. 

Community engagement is critical. Decentralized 
wastewater systems, typically serving one household 
to a small cluster of homes or buildings, rely heavily on 
personal responsibility to ensure proper maintenance. 
Therefore, a collective commitment and understanding 
of these systems is vital to protecting a community’s 
water source, waterbody, or aquifer. Demonstration 
projects that actively engaged their communities 
through public meetings, decision-making, and local 
trainings garnered sustained support through each 
stage of the project.

Localities and states can work together to advance 
solutions. Management approaches, including 
utilization of responsible management entities 
can significantly vary based on locality and state. 
Demonstration projects that sought local oversight 
and management applied some forms of state support 
or guidance. Collaboration can facilitate technical 
assistance and knowledge exchange. In addition, 
funding opportunities can come from a variety of 
entities (e.g., local or state level).   

Alternative systems can be successful in treating nutrients and bacteria loads as compared to conventional systems. To address 
outdated and failing systems, many demonstration projects piloted different advanced technologies that use additional biological or 
aerobic treatment in the process. Advanced systems designed to treat nutrients and bacteria can lead to healthier local water bodies. 
In addition, innovative stormwater technologies, such as green infrastructure, can complement decentralized wastewater systems in 
treating nutrients and bacteria.

Monitoring and data collection is important. Consistent and ongoing monitoring helps communities measure results over time. 
These data enable the assessment of technology performance and environmental results. In addition, the information can be useful in 
assessing investment decisions and priorities.

Image 2: SeImage 2: Sepptic drainfield. (Phottic drainfield. (Photo co courtourtesesy of EPy of EPA)A)
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Note to Reader

This compendium is a technical summary and guide to the accomplishments of the 18 National Community Decentralized 
Wastewater Demonstration Projects. The compendium provides a summary of each demonstration project, focused on providing a 
project overview, technology overview, cost analysis, monitoring data, lessons learned, and current status as available.

EPA prepared the individual summaries based on the project grantee’s final technical reports as submitted to the Agency. The case 
studies may also include additional information provided by project engineers, consultants, and project managers involved in the 
demonstration project. The final reports are cited in the resources section at the end of each summary. The images within each 
case summary were provided in each project’s respective final report, unless otherwise noted. As such, the views expressed in 
this document are solely those of the demonstration project grantees in their final reports and follow-up discussions and do not 
necessarily reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this compendium. 
We would like to express our sincere appreciation to all the contributors. 

Sustainable Communities and Infrastructure Branch 
Water Infrastructure Division 
Office of Wastewater Management 
U.S. EPA

About the Decentralized Wastewater Program

The Decentralized Wastewater Program promotes the proper management of septic systems and other types of decentralized 
wastewater treatment. The program includes a formal partnership with federal agencies, industry representatives, and non-
governmental organizations to work collaboratively at the national level to improve decentralized performance and protect the 
nation’s public health and water resources. More information can be found at epa.gov/septic.

Image 3: Aerial vieImage 3: Aerial view of rural lw of rural landscandscape. (Photape. (Photo co courtourteessy of EPy of EPA)A)

http://epa.gov/septic
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

A Blueprint for Community-Based Wastewater 
Management

Block Island and 
Greenhill Pond, 
Rhode Island

Grantee: Town of South Kingston

$3,000,000Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2007

Grantee Purpose: Demons Demonstrtraatte hoe how smallw small  
ccommunities with liommunities with limitmited budged budgeets and managts and managerialerial  
ccapacitieapacities cs can implean implemenment and managt and managee adv advanceancedd  
decendecentrtralizalizeed wd wasastteewwaatter trer treaeatmentment st syysstteems.ms.  

Proposed Project: R Reeplace fplace failing sepailing septic stic syysstteemsms  
with advwith advanceanced decend decentrtralizalizeed wd wasastteewwaatter trer treaeatmentmentt  
ssyyssttems. Deems. Devvelop a celop a comprompreehensivhensive te toown-wide lown-wide loww--
ccosost wt wasastteewwaatter manager manageememennt prt progrogram,am, c comprisingomprising  
mandamandattorory ory ordinances,dinances, tr training faining for locor local cal conontrtractactorors,s,  
and public educand public educaation ation awwarareeness.ness.

Project Overview

L ocated along Rhode Island’s southern coastline, the  
Block Island and Greenhill Pond Watersheds include the 

communities of South Kingstown, New Shoreham (including 
Block Island), and Charlestown. Each contain landscapes 
comprised of wetlands, salt ponds, and estuaries. The grantee 
reported failing wastewater infrastructure and increased 
population growth as the primary sources of contamination 
to the watershed’s sensitive ecosystem. The communities 
developed local onsite wastewater management programs for 
pollution prevention, enabling them to access a revolving loan 
program for septic system repairs and training classes for septic 
system inspectors, as set in Rhode Island’s Clean Water Act. In 
addition to replacing failing septic systems, the communities 
agreed on the need for local oversight of private systems to 
promote proper upkeep and operation of existing and future 
septic systems. 

Objectives of this demonstration grant project include: 

• Adopt ordinances and enforce local inspection and 
maintenance;

• Establish treatment standards for sensitive areas and 
problem sites;

• Provide loans and other financial incentives for system 
repairs and upgrades;

• Build capacity of and provide trainings for town staff, 

designers, and service providers;
• Construct 24 demonstration systems and monitor their 

performance;
• Evaluate wastewater needs and update the management 

program as needed; and
• Establish an electronic database to track septic system 

inspections and failing system repairs and replacements, 
where appropriate.

Image 4: PrivatImage 4: Private wee well tll tesesting areas on the Greting areas on the Greenhill Wenhill Watateershed. (Photrshed. (Photo co courtourteessyy  
of theof the final gran final grantteeee re report)port)  
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Methods

All communities developed independent municipal wastewater 
management programs to suit their unique needs. They formed 
a steering committee to guide the technical, monitoring, 
assessment, and reporting components of the project. The 
cost of keeping each established program running averaged 
approximately $50,000 annually. Each management program 
consisted of the following: 

Establishing Ordinances: Each town developed a wastewater 
management ordinance to improve management of the systems. 
For example, Charlestown revised its existing ordinance to 
direct 3 new wastewater districts to conduct inspections of the 
town’s 4,970 systems within 3 years. After the initial inspections, 
the ordinance was revised again to mandate inspection-based 
maintenance and cesspool phase out.  

Promoting Inspection and Tracking Programs: Each community 
required trained and approved wastewater management 
inspectors be used to conduct inspections. Some communities 
mandated interval inspections that were determined by 
community districts. Charlestown and South Kingstown 
communities used private-town licensed inspectors, while 
New Shoreham employed its own inspector. Use of a town-
employed inspector helped keep costs low and ensured reliable, 
consistent, and impartial inspection results. New Shoreham 
utilized GIS technology to coordinate and input inspection data 
into a tracking database for analyzing and displaying results. 
Charlestown adopted a similar tracking procedure.

Offering Financial Assistance: Each town established low-
interest loan programs for septic system repair, upgrades, and 
replacement through Rhode Island’s Community Septic System 
Loan Program (CSSLP), created to meet the community’s 
financial needs during this project. In addition to the loans, 
New Shoreham also established a rebate program with support 
from federal grants; in this case, the funds came from the state 
nonpoint source program, Clean Water Act Section 319. 

Monitoring Water Quality: Each town monitored water 
quality through volunteer programs. Each community built a 
working relationship with the University of Rhode Island (URI), 
community coalitions, and local watch programs to administer 
the volunteer programs and establish a data sharing initiative. 
The communities established a baseline of information to 
understand how factors such as weather and seasonal variations 
affect water quality.

Technology 

The grantee installed 25 decentralized wastewater 
demonstration systems between 2002-2004. The management 
plan for the installed systems included: 

• Mandatory inspections determined by system type and use,
maintenance and repairs as needed, tank pump-outs, and
detailed reporting to authorities;

• Immediate replacement of failed systems;
• Complete phase out of cesspools;
• Retrofit of existing tanks with access risers and effluent

filters;
• Compliance with inspections ranging from 84-99%;
• Removal of 92% of 129 known cesspools on Block Island;

and
• Removal of 154 cesspools in Charlestown and South

Kingstown.

The 25 advanced decentralized wastewater treatment systems 
installed through this grant project consisted of the following 
technologies: 

FigureFigure 1: De 1: Decceenntraliztralizeed wasd wastteewatwateer treatmenr treatment tt technologieechnologies.s.

Secondary Treatment 
(after septic tank)

Textile Filter

Foam Biofilter

Trickling Filter

Peat Filter

Upflow Filter

Distribution

Bottomless Sand Filter

Tipping D-box and Gravity 
fed Poly Chambers

Shallow Narrow Drainfield

Bottomless Peat Drainfield

Additionally, seven advanced decentralized systems that had 
previously been installed as part of the separate National Onsite 
Demonstration Project in 1999 were monitored as part of this 
demonstration project to help determine long-term treatment 
performance of advanced systems.

Project Successes  
Within the first three years of implementation, all demonstration 
communities had fully operational wastewater management 
programs including septic system maintenance, mandatory 
inspections, and the removal of cesspools and failed systems. All 
previously unmanaged septic systems are now under some level 
of town management. The state revolving loan program secured 
approximately $1.6 million in homeowner loans for septic 
system repair at the closing of the grant. Each town established 
an electronic database to track inspection results and organize 
communication with system owners. 
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Lessons Learned

Transitioning from an education and voluntary compliance 
program to an established wastewater management program 
can be challenging for communities due to community 
resistance and financial capacities. The Block Island and Green 
Hill Pond demonstration grant project approached its town-
wide management program in phases to help address these 
challenges. 

This phased approach was one of the main driving factors for 
the success of the program. This began with a focus on critical 
areas with sensitive water resources, followed by the adoption 
of ordinances requiring mandatory maintenance, while allowing 
for a period of voluntary compliance. The project sites then 
established standards for the use of alternative decentralized 
systems beginning with wetland buffers. This phased approach 
also allowed for standards to be established to address the 
critical areas. Notably, Block Island adopted treatment standards 
based on soil conditions and homes’ proximity to wells and 
critical water resources. 

Lastly, each town initially tracked inspection results, beginning 
with alternative, large flow, and commercial systems. This 
allowed for easy and reliable data tracking.  

At the close of the project, the grantee concluded that the 
management principles and technical standards developed for 
each community can be adopted by those looking to establish 
a municipal wastewater management program in their own 
communities.

Present Site Conditions

At the close of the demonstration project, each town 
successfully transitioned to a municipal funding structure. 
Each town continued to make program improvements, such as 
extending inspections to new districts and updating ordinances. 

After project completion, a local non-profit organization 
promoting the protection of Block Island’s major salt pond, the 
Committee for the Great Salt Pond, continued the monitoring 
on Great Salt Pond. Through 2014, field and laboratory analysis 
indicated overall good health for the Great Salt Pond; however, 
the community reports that increases in nutrients and bacteria 
levels have been detected, especially following storm events, 
indicating the need for continued vigilance from all pollution 
sources. 

Project Participants and Resources

• University of Rhode Island Cooperative Extension. A
Blueprint for Community Wastewater Management:
Block Island and Green Hill Watershed, Rhode Island. EPA
National Community Decentralized Wastewater Treatment
Demonstration Project – Final Summary Report. 2008.

• New England Onsite Wastewater Training Program
• Rhode Island Nonpoint Education for Municipal Officials
• URI Watershed Watch
• College of Environment and Life Sciences Department of

Natural Resources Science
• Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management
• Town of South Kingstown
• Town of Shoreham
• Town of Charlestown
• University of Rhode Island Cooperative Extension
• Monitoring Data: http://web.uri.edu/watershedwatch/uri-

watershed-watch-monitoring-data/
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

Boise, Idaho

The Hyatt Wetlands: A Green Infrastructure 
Demonstration  
Grantee: City of Boise

$975,838Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2015

Grantee Purpose: Add gr Add green ineen infrfrasastructurtructure elee elememenntsts  
tto an eo an exisxisting wting weetland ttland to incro increaseease s sttormormwwaatteerr  
trtreaeatmentment and rt and reduce polluteduce pollutanants and sediments and sediment int in  
runoffrunoff..    

Proposed Project: Demons Demonstrtraatte ie innonnovvaativtivee  
grgreeen inen infrfrasastructurtructure se sttormormwwaatteer trr treaeatmetmennt usingt using  
vvegegeettaativtive sand filte sand filteerrs,s, educ educaattee and tr and transansffer ter technicechnicalal  
ininfformaormation ttion to smaller co smaller communities about wommunities about waatterer  
quality and the impacts of land dequality and the impacts of land devvelopmenelopment.t.

Project Overview

The Hyatt Wetland was originally a 44-acre site with 22
acres of natural wetland serving as a wildlife habitat and 

a public recreational area. The grantee reported before the 
project site development, weather events caused stormwater 
inundation to the tributary surrounding the wetland, which 
degraded water quality and flooded the lower reaches of the 
canal system. As part of the site’s development master plan, 
the city (grantee) sought to evaluate the feasibility of accepting 
stormwater from roadways and roadway tributaries into the 
wetland. To promote environmental awareness, the city also 
sought to develop education and interpretation programs 
that would create a passive recreational opportunity for Boise 
residents and surrounding communities. The city completed 
construction in 2013. 

The demonstration project’s main objectives were to conduct 
the following actions: 

• Demonstrate, evaluate, and document an innovative
combination of green infrastructure technologies;

• Treat and re-use transportation right-of-way stormwater
generated by the Maple Grove Road extension;

• Provide hands-on educational experience for facility
visitors;

• Improve and expand wetland and wildlife habitat;
• Provide an additional clean water source for wildlife

habitat; and
• Provide improvements to the water quality of the Thurman

Mill Drain.

Image 5: Hyatt WImage 5: Hyatt Weetland. (Phottland. (Photo co courtourteessy of the City of Boisey of the City of Boise))

Project Components 

The completed grantee project site expanded the original 
project site to over 50 acres with approximately 30 acres of 
wetland area. The grantee installed a sediment basin and 
modified sand filter as part of the stormwater treatment 
system. 
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Image 6: SeImage 6: Sedimendiment basin dam at st basin dam at sttormormwatwater filter filteerr. (Phot. (Photo co courtourteessy ofy of  
the final granthe final grantteee report)e report)

Image 7: Sand filtImage 7: Sand filteer cr componenomponents. (Photts. (Photo co courtourteessy of Ky of Kris Wris Wagoner)agoner)

The grantee constructed the vegetated sand filter with a 
specifically selected grass surface with 6 inches of topsoil, 18 
inches of sand, and 12 inches of 2-inch crushed drain rock 
placed upon a filter bottom with a 1 percent slope to the 
wetland perimeter of the filter. As designed, the sand filter 
treats approximately 80 percent of stormwater runoff within 
the drainage basin or 50 cubic feet per second of stormwater 
from 50 acres of the tributary area. The peak stormwater 
capacity is 13 cubic feet per second. Runoff that exceeds the 
filter’s treatment capacity then discharges into the wetland. 
The grantee installed a collection system to convey treated 
stormwater to the wetland. A Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) system automatically controls canal 
levels by opening control gates directing stormwater into the 
wetlands during storm events during irrigation season. As a 
method of treatment and disposal, the grantee installed a 
permeable interlocking concrete pavement parking lot. The 
lot has space for 22 automobiles and 2 buses. For education 
and outreach purposes, the project included the installation of 
two educational kiosks and a wetland boardwalk. The grantee 

outfitted them with educational materials and positioned 
signage along the existing 6,500 feet of pedestrian trails.

Monitoring Results

The grantee reported the Hyatt sand filter and wetland 
combination treatment, sampled in July 2015, demonstrated 
the ability to remove pollutants of concern (i.e., Escherichia 
coli (E. coli), phosphorus and Total Suspended Solids (TSS)) at 
notable levels. 

• E. coli concentrations reduced by 99%
• TSS and turbidity values decreased 86% and 92%,

respectively
• Total and dissolved phosphorus reduced by 66% and 91%,

respectively
• Dissolved oxygen in the final outfall sample was below the

minimum Water Quality Standard of 6.0 mg/L

TTableable 1: Dat 1: Data from July 2015 wata from July 2015 wateer sampler samples ts takaken aften afteer passing through ther passing through the  
sand filtsand filteer and wer and wetland ctland componeomponennts.ts.

Sedimentation 
Basin

Sand 
Filter 
Discharge

Wetlands 
Outfall

Aluminum, total 
(ug/L)

2,530 793 20

Aluminum, 
dissolved 
(ug/L)

17 87 <10

Copper, total 
(ug/L) 10.1 3.3 0.3

Copper, 
dissolved (ug/L) 3.6 2.8 0.46

Zinc, total 
(ug/L) 61.4 10.5 4.4

Zinc, 
dissolved 
(ug/L)

16.7 9.8 3.2

Ammonia (ug/L) 513 152 28.6

Nitrate plus 
Nitrite (mg/L) 0.311 1.016 <0.022

Total Kjeldahl 
Nitrogen 
(mg/L)

2 1.6 0.8

Phosphorus, 
total (ug/L) 304 141 103
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TTableable 1: Dat 1: Data from July 2015 wata from July 2015 wateer sampler samples ts takaken aften afteer passing through ther passing through the  
sand filtsand filteer and wer and wetland ctland componeomponennts, cts, conontinuetinued.d.

Sedimentation 
Basin

Sand 
Filter 
Discharge

Wetlands 
Outfall

Phosphorus, 
dissolved (ug/L) 131 92.3 11.2

Dissolved 
oxygen (mg/L) 5 7.74 5.92

Specific 
Conductance 
(US/cm)

78.4 224 188

pH (SU) 6.5 7.3 7.1

Temperature
(degrees C)

20 19.7 23.1

Total suspended 
solids (mg/L)

77 2.2 5.9

Turbidity (NTU) 22.9 14.1 3.1

E. coli (MPN) >2,419.6 1,046.2 16.1

Oil and Grease 
(HEM, mg/L) <1.2 <1.2 <1.2

Lessons Learned

The grantee observed minor issues affecting the performance 
of the installed sand filter including concerns with the 
conveyance system, which directs runoff to the sand filter as 
originally designed with infiltration galleries beneath the road 
surface. Those galleries were sealed off after the completion 
of the project site and thus limited the amount of stormwater 
flow to the wetland. The grantee also determined the sediment 
basin in front of the stormwater filter was not sealed during 
construction, affecting the sand filter. The base material
below the sediment basin was highly permeable allowing much 
of the stormwater discharged into the basin to be infiltrated 
before it could be conveyed into the filter. 

To resolve this issue, the grantee placed a dam at the midpoint 
of the basin and sealed most of the basin bottom and sides 
with clayey topsoil. The permeable pavement experienced 
temporary shallow ponding in a 6-square-foot portion of the 
lot due to sediment laden water from an upstream tributary 
discharging into the lot. The grantee corrected this by removing 
the clogged aggregate and adding new aggregate to the 
section.

Present Site Conditions

The Hyatt Wetland site continues to be a highly functioning 
stormwater treatment system. The green infrastructure 
project has lessened the impacts of water pollution on the 
groundwater aquifer and surface waters downstream of the 
Hyatt site, according to the grantee. The project goals of 
removing phosphorous from stormwater, retaining long-term 
performance without the need for heavy maintenance, and 
providing a surface and appearance compatible with park use 
have been met. The permeable pavement parking lot continues 
to function as a method of onsite stormwater treatment 
without additional flooding issues. As a result of this success, 
the City of Boise proposed and constructed the Hyatt Wetland 
parking lot to use the same permeable pavement methods. 
The City of Boise developed an extensive environmental 
education program for local students using the Hyatt Wetland 
site as an onsite training tool. The project provides similar local 
communities to replicate the technology and methods used as 
a means for stormwater mitigation.

Image 8: StImage 8: Stormormwatwater pollution eer pollution educducation sign. (Photation sign. (Photo co courtourteessy of they of the final final  
grangrantteeee re report)port)

Project Participants and Resources

• City of Boise. The Hyatt Wetlands: An EPA Decentralized
Stormwater Treatment Demonstration Project. Final
Report. 2015.

• Ada County Highway District
• Settlers Irrigation District
• City of Boise
• Boise Watershed Environmental Education Center
• Project Website: http://bee.cityofboise.org/watershed/

learn/hyatt-hidden-lakes-reserve/stormwater-
demonstration-project/
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

Demonstration of Innovative Approaches to
Decentralized Stormwater Management in 
Northeast Ohio

Chagrin River, 
Northeast, Ohio

Grantee: Chagrin River Watershed Partners, Inc.

$745,600Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2011

Grantee Purpose: Addr Addreess challengss challengees ts to theo the  
insinsttalallalatition of gron of greeen ien innfrfrasastructurtructuree t teechniquechniques thas thatt  
utilizutilize ine infiltrfiltraation and etion and evvapotrapotranspiranspiraation metion methods.thods.  

Proposed Project: E Evvaluaaluatte the ee the effffectivectiveneeness ofss of  
grgreeen inen infrfrasastructurtructure te teechniquechniques thas that will opt will optimallytimally  
maimainnttain prain pree-de-devveelopmenlopment ht hyydrdrology paology patttterns oferns of  
dedevveelopmenlopment sitt sites.es.

Project Overview

The Chagrin River Watershed Partners (CRWP) is a nonprofit
organization that helps communities manage erosion and 

flooding. The grantee reported that Northeast Ohio faced 
challenges to implementing green infrastructure site design 
and stormwater management. The challenges identified 
included a lack of guidance for decentralized stormwater 
management, minimal flexibility in local codes to allow 
decentralized stormwater management, and a need for 
demonstration sites. 

To help address these challenges, EPA awarded CRWP a grant 
in 2004 to install green infrastructure practices at several 
sites within the watershed. The project, which concluded in 
2011, consisted of technical support, education, and funding 
to the design, construction, and monitoring of four green 
infrastructure demonstration projects. 

The project objectives consisted of implementing green 
infrastructure, building regional support for decentralized 
stormwater management, developing technical support and 
specifications for structural components, and enhancing 
and revising community codes on decentralized stormwater 
management. The demonstration projects incorporated a 

variety of green infrastructure practices such as rain gardens, 
permeable pavers, vegetated swales, stormwater detention 
basins, and bioswale retrofits to roadside drainage ditches. 

Image 9: Map of Chagrin RiveImage 9: Map of Chagrin River watr wateershershed in yed in yellolloww. (Phot. (Photo co courtourteessy of the finaly of the final  
grangrantteeee re report)port)
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Project Descriptions and Results

Commercial Office Building Stormwater Project (Cawrse & 
Associates, Town of South Russell): The grantee used several 
methods to reduce runoff volumes and treat collected runoff 
generated from impervious surfaces. They installed a 400-square-
foot rain garden to treat 3,400-square-foot of commercial building 
roof runoff. The rain garden filters used an amended soil mix of 
70 percent sand and 30 percent leaf compost 2-feet in depth. The 
project also included installation of a permeable paver parking 
lot with 4-inch perforated polyvinyl chloride (PVC) subsurface 
drainage tiles. This parking lot system discharges to a vegetative 
swale of 25 percent native soils, 75 percent imported sandy loam 
soils and native perennial herbaceous plants and shrubs. An 
installed stormwater detention basin with inundated depths of 
0.0-0.5 feet detains runoff volumes generated from the site. 

Results: The grantee conducted stormwater quantity, sediment 
load, and nutrient monitoring to evaluate the design and 
effectiveness of the green infrastructure practices. Cawrse & 
Associates completed the project in October 2008. 
Collected data indicated an approximate 40 percent runoff ratio 
reduction, meeting runoff volume expectations. Fall and summer 
total dissolved nitrogen levels were below the threshold of 1.0 
mg/L, while winter and spring levels were above the nitrogen 
threshold. Phosphorous levels remained below the threshold of 
0.8 mg/L. Total Suspended Solids (TSS), chlorides, and copper 
levels all fluctuated seasonally as well, similarly to the total 
dissolved nitrogen. 

Image 10: PImage 10: Peermeablermeable pave paver parkr parkiing lot at officng lot at officee bui building. (Photlding. (Photo co courtourteessy of they of the  
final granfinal grantteeee re report)port)

Scenic River Rain Garden Project (Munson Township): This 
project installed three rain gardens to infiltrate and redistribute 
stormwater from construction sites of two shelter pavilions 
and a parking lot. The project was designed to detain, infiltrate, 
and reduce runoff volumes by pooling runoff to a depth of 0.5 
feet. The rain gardens also contained a 4-inch perforated PVC 
underdrain with the excavated trench wrapped in filter fabric and 
backfilled with washed gravel. Munson Township completed the 
rain gardens in October 2007.

Results: The grantee used a crest street gauge to record the 
highest water elevation. Results from the gauge indicated that 
rain gardens never exceeded their design depth of 6 inches. Plant 
growth remained healthy in subsequent years. Water quality was 
not monitored for this project. The grantee did not measure water 
drawdown times or rainfall amounts, citing budget limitations.

Image 11: Munson ScImage 11: Munson Scenic Renic Reetreat rain gardetreat rain garden. (Photn. (Photo co courtourteessy of they of the final final  
grangrantteeee re report)port)

Sterncrest Drive Bioswale Project (Orange Village): This project 
installed bioretention swales (bioswales) along 1,400 linear feet 
of an existing residential street to distribute, reduce, and treat 
stormwater runoff. Specifically, 9 95-square-foot rain gardens 
encircled each of the 9 storm sewer catch basins. 

The constructed bioswales consisted of grassed swales and rain 
gardens at each storm sewer overflow structure. Perforated storm 
sewer underdrains were connected to a main storm sewer. Catch 
basins elevated six inches higher than the surrounding rain garden 
enabled excess overflow from the bioswales to pool within the 
rain garden prior to discharge through the catch basin. Orange 
Village completed the project in November 2007.

Results: Orange Village collected surface runoff, soil water 
(lysimeter), and catch basin samples to analyze nutrient levels. 
They installed five lysimeters to measure evapotranspiration 
from plants. Despite numerous rain events from 2008 to 
2010 exceeding the 0.75-inch design infiltration criteria of the 
bioswales, stormwater infiltrated into the bioswale soil completely 
without overflowing. The grantee reported that this effectively 
reduced flooding events, which had plagued the area for decades. 
Dissolved total nitrogen and dissolved inorganic nitrogen 
(DIN) varied seasonally, with the lowest dissolved nitrogen 
concentration being near 0 mg/L to the highest being close to 4 
mg/L in the catch basin. The bioswales reduced TSS levels and 
kept dissolved copper below the 10 mg/L threshold. Orange 
Village did not detect elevated chloride levels from surface water 
samples; they measured chlorides at or below approximately 400 
mg/L throughout the monitoring period. 

Fox Hollow Drive and Chagrin Boulevard Bioretention Project 
(City of Pepper Pike): The City of Pepper Pike installed two 
roadside bioswales to replace the existing shallow ditches for 
enhanced stormwater treatment. Each swale included a 2.5-foot 
soil layer of 70 percent sand and 30 percent peat and leaf compost 
with perennial herbaceous plants and double-shredded hardwood 
bark planted and mulched on top. The bioswales contain 6-inch 
PVC underdrains connected to the subdivision’s existing sewer 
system. The city completed the project at Fox Hollow Drive in June 
2008 and at Chagrin Boulevard in July 2008. 
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Results: The City of Pepper Pike did not install measurement 
instruments at the Fox Hollow Drive bioswale but did fit three 
lysimeters at the Chagrin Boulevard bioswale. The Chagrin 
Boulevard bioswale did not receive surface runoff along 
the curbed section of the road. They found elevated DIN, 
phosphorous, and chloride levels within the soil media; however, 
catch basin sampling results indicate these levels decline prior to 
discharge into the sewer. The grantee hypothesized that fertilizer 
was the source of elevated DIN and phosphorous levels, while 
solid de-icing products, such as road salt, likely contributed to the 
increased chloride concentrations. 

Image 12: RImage 12: Roadsideoadside bios bioswalewales als along Fong Foox Hollox Hollow Driw Drive. (Photve. (Photo co courtourtesesy of they of the  
final granfinal grantteeee re report)port)

Costs

FigureFigure 2: De 2: Demonsmonstration projetration project cct cososts.ts.

Construction 
Costs 

$116,741

Parking Lot
and Drive 
$72,000

Bioswales 
$21,000

Engineering 
$12,500

Rain/Garden 
Bioretention

$8,600

Lessons Learned

This demonstration project influenced most of the participating 
communities to adopt and update stormwater, erosion, and 
sediment control regulation codes. In addition, 45 percent of 
participating communities adopted riparian setback codes. The 
project helped develop local best management practices (BMPs) 
for designing and constructing green infrastructure projects.  

These stormwater BMPs can effectively reduce runoff volumes and 
treat pollutants of concern. Though, the duration and intensity of 

rain events can influence the efficiency of these stormwater BMPs. 
These factors should be considered in the design and location of 
green infrastructure projects. 

The diameter of the drainage pipes is important to consider. 
Smaller drainage pipes can be easily clogged by surface or 
subsurface sediments, which contributed to a high number of 
overflows. Community engineers should consider the size of the 
drainage pipe in the design stage, accounting for the potential 
heavier than expected rainfall. The sites continue to provide 
proof-of-concept water quantity reductions; however, further 
study, development, and implementation of BMP techniques are 
needed.

Present Site Conditions

All project installations remain in place and functional today. 
Though, the grantee has conducted minimal data collection 
and quality assurance checks since 2014. Data from 2011-2013 
show that system performance with respect to runoff removal is 
decreasing. The community hypothesizes that this may be due to 
the development of preferential flow paths (short circuits) within 
the system.

Project Participants and Resources

• Chagrin River Watershed Partners, Inc. (CRWP)
• CRWP Member Communities
• City of Pepper Pike, Orange Village, and the Village of South 

Russell
• U.S. Geological Survey Ohio Water Science Center
• Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District Water Quality Analysis

Laboratory
• U.S. EPA Cleveland Office
• U.S. EPA National Risk Management Research Laboratory

Office of Research and Development
• Brennan, Amy and Scharver, Matt. Demonstrating Innovative

Approaches to Distributed Storm Water Management in
Northwest Ohio, 2004 – 2011. Final Technical Report. 2012.

• Darner, R.A., Shuster, W.D., and Dumouchelle, D.H., 2015,
Hydrologic characteristics of low-impact stormwater control
measures at two sites in northeastern Ohio, 2008–13: U.S.
Geological Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2015–5030:
http://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2015/5030/

• For more information on Green Infrastructure, visit: https://
www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

A Local Approach to Wastewater Regulation and 
Management

Colchester, 
Vermont

Grantee: Town of Colchester

$1,530,200Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2013

Grantee Purpose: Pr Prototeect public hect public health and thealth and the  
enenvirvironmenonment thrt through the implemenough the implementtaation of a ttion of a toown-wn-
widewide w wasastteewwaatter manager managemenement st strtraatteegygy..    

Proposed Project: Cr Creeaattee a t a toown-wide swn-wide strtraatteegy thagy thatt  
educeducaattees homeos homeownewnerrs,s, pr promotomotees rs regular segular syyssttemem  
mainmaintteenance,nance, and utiliz and utilizes manages managemeemennt prt practiceacticess  
based on a Rbased on a Reesponsible Managsponsible Manageememennt Ent Entity (RME) ftity (RME) foror  
high risk arhigh risk areeas.as.

Project Overview

Colchester has more shoreline along Lake Champlain than
any other community in Vermont. It is also the largest 

Vermont community to rely primarily on decentralized 
wastewater systems. The town’s wastewater officials realized 
homeowners generally did not properly maintain their septic 
systems - only seeking help if a problem arose. With this heavy 
reliance on septic systems, the wastewater officials saw the 
opportunity for big gains by offering assistance and education 
on septic maintenance. The goals of this grant project were 
to create a wastewater management strategy that would 
support current and future needs, maintain and improve 
existing infrastructure, advance environmental sustainability, 
improve public health, preserve and restore stream corridors 
and the lake shoreline, and maximize the return on every dollar 
invested. 

To accomplish these goals through the grant, the town sought the 
following: 

• Create a management strategy to protect local water
resources;

• Identify priority geographic areas to utilize enhanced
management;

• Evaluate and adapt different management models
and regulatory requirements to minimize impacts of
decentralized systems on local water quality; and

• Develop a management program framework and evaluate
its implementation costs.

Image 13: WImage 13: Weelclcomeome t to Colcheso Colchestteer sign. (Photr sign. (Photo co courtourteessy of they of the T Toown ofwn of  
ColColcheschestter Goer Governmenvernment)t)

Permit Status

The grantee collected septic system permit data prior to this 
grant. Of the 5,260 systems found, the needs assessment 
determined the following:  

• 1,170 systems (22%) were altered in 2005 or later,
requiring either a new permit or permit amendment;

• 2,810 systems (54%) were built between 1967 and 2005;
and

• 1,280 systems (24%) had no permit on file, meaning some
systems could have been built prior to 1967.
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Management Strategies

The grantee performed a wastewater management 
alternatives analysis to consider different levels of wastewater 
management. These levels ranged from relatively simple 
homeowner awareness programs to acquisition of and 
operation and maintenance of individual wastewater systems 
by the town. While the town found the first four models from 
EPA’s Voluntary Guidelines for Management of Onsite and 
Clustered (Decentralized) Wastewater Treatment Systems to be 
economically feasible, it identified Levels 1 and 3 as the best fit 
for its needs. These levels were assigned throughout the town 
based on risk, with risk being determined through the grantee’s 
needs assessment.
TTableable 2: EP 2: EPAA’’s Managemes Managemennt Models as utilizt Models as utilizeed in Colched in Colchesstteer demonsr demonstrationtration  
projeproject.ct.

Level 1: Homeowner 
Awareness

• Applied at the town-wide level
• Education for each homeowner

on septic system function and 
maintenance

• Periodic maintenance reminders

Level 2: Maintenance 
Contracts 

• Unnecessary as Level 1
reminders were justified to be
satisfactory for lower risk areas

Level 3: Operating 
Permits

• Applied to high and medium 
risk priority areas

• Applied to all advanced systems
regardless of risk

• Specific to each permitted system

Level 4: RME 
Operation and 
Maintenance

• Not justified given level of
risk town would assume over
Level 3

Level 5: RME 
Ownership

• Not economically feasible

Plan Implementation

The grantee categorized the plan implantation tasks as:
• Database updates;
• Public outreach and education;
• Program development;
• Ordinance revisions;
• Implementation of town-wide awareness program;
• Implementation of operation and maintenance (O&M)

permits; and
• Promotion of good stewardship.

Costs

The final grant report outlines estimated costs for 
implementation of the recommended plan on a per household 
basis. The grantee estimated initial startup costs to be $8,000. 
Annual operating costs are projected to be $28,000. The final 
report requested that the Town of Colchester Select Board to 
decide which recommendation to implement and a timeline for 
implementation.

Results

Based on its assessment, the Town of Colchester chose to pursue 
operating permits (Level 3 of EPA’s Voluntary Guidelines) as their 
level of decentralized wastewater management.

Present Site Conditions

To enact this level of management, the grantee determined 
that adoption of the measures could not be enacted without 
a change to state statute. The current Vermont state statute 
does not allow a delegated authority to place conditions 
on wastewater permits that are more stringent than state 
requirements. To adopt one of these management frameworks, 
Colchester would need the ability to place more stringent 
conditions on wastewater permits for systems in more 
vulnerable areas. There has been ongoing dialogue between the 
Town of Colchester and the state. Due to the difficulties of this 
process, the Town is conducting a basic educational outreach 
program as a lower level means of decentralized system 
management. As of the date of this report, the grantee is still 
working with the state to allow the town to implement Level 3 
management via operating permits.

The final grant report also noted that some areas of the town 
were not appropriate for a decentralized approach. Rather, the 
grantee concluded that the municipal sewer system was the 
more appropriate means of wastewater treatment for these 
areas, such as in Malletts Bay, where improvements are currently 
under development to address bacteria and water quality 
concerns. 

As a result of some of the work done under this grant, the town 
launched its Clean Water Initiative in 2015, which included a 
series of plans, regulations, programs, and capital projects that 
were designed to improve and protect the community’s water 
resources. The town considered stormwater management 
alternatives as part of this demonstration project, where 
stormwater runoff was found more likely to contribute a larger 
portion of water quality impacts. For example, Colchester 
enacted new zoning regulations along the southern shore of 
Inner Malletts Bay requiring the management of the first inch of 
rainfall on a property with a preference for green infrastructure 
practices.
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One of the biggest achievements of the demonstration project 
was the formation of a stormwater utility for Colchester. The 
utility began operations in Summer 2017.

Project Participants and Resources

• Town of Colchester, VT. Wastewater Management Feasibility
Study: Report on Task 5 of the Integrated Water Resources
Management Program. Final Report. 2013.

• Town of Colchester, VT. Needs Assessment for Onsite
Wastewater Treatment Systems. 2011.

• EPA’s Voluntary Guidelines for Management of Onsite
and Clustered (Decentralized) Wastewater Treatment
Systems: https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/
documents/septic_guidelines.pdf

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/septic_guidelines.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/septic_guidelines.pdf
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

An Innovative Approach to Solving Wastewater 
Problems in Chepachet Village

Glocester, 
Rhode Island

Grantee: Town of Glocester

$642,122Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2012

Grantee Purpose: R Reememediadiatte fe failing deailing decencentrtralizalizeded  
wwasastteewwaatter iner infrfrasastructurtructure within a hise within a histtoric andoric and  
prpresereservved ced community in orommunity in ordeder tr to demonso demonstrtraattee ho howw  
advadvanced wanced wasastteewwaatter trer treaeatmentment st syysstteems cms can pran proovidevide  
a solution fa solution for aror areas with chaleas with challenging tlenging topogropographaphyy..  

Proposed Project: R Reeplace fplace failing railing residenesidential septial septictic  
ssyyssttems with fivems with five adve advanced wanced wasastteewwaatteer trr treaeatmetmenntt  
ssyyssttems and deems and devvelop a welop a wasastteewwaatteer managr managemenementt  
prprogrogram.am.  

Project Overview

Chepachet Village is a historic mill village located in the town
s of Glocester, Rhode Island. The Village’s industrial-era textile 

mill was strategically built on a tributary of the Blackstone River 
to harness the river’s hydropower energy. Over time, Chepachet 
Village developed into a densely populated small town due to high 
seasonal tourism and clustered housing on small lots along the 
riverbank. Glocester, the grantee, reported untreated sewage had 
been discharging into the Blackstone River through a number of 
failed onsite septic systems and a cistern that had been converted 
from drinking water storage to a cesspool for wastewater.

Chepachet Village sits on the Branch River aquifer, an important 
aquifer for the area. Through this grant, the town of Glocester 
sought to create methods for wastewater pollution prevention, 
procedures to mitigate stormwater impacts, and a new village-
wide wastewater management plan. The demonstration project 
had three main objectives: 

• Devise immediate wastewater management solutions using 
onsite treatment;

• Assess Chepachet’s pollution risks from conventional or failing
septic systems, and other sources as part of a long-term
wastewater management strategy for the Village; and

• Promote improved wastewater management practices
through community involvement and educating the
Chepachet Village and surrounding lakefront development
throughout Glocester. Image 14: Map of ChepacheImage 14: Map of Chepachet Villaget Village,, proje project sitct sitee. (Phot. (Photo co courtourteessy of the finaly of the final  

grangrantteeee re report)port)
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The Village also had the following two water quality 
improvement goals for the grant project:
• Eliminate untreated discharges of nutrients and pathogens

from wastewater into the Chepachet River and the Branch
River aquifer; and

•
fu
Protect quality of local groundwater to meet current and

ture drinking water needs.

Technology

The grantee installed five advanced wastewater treatment 
systems on different properties to demonstrate their 
applicability for different amounts and types of wastewater 
outputs. Systems were installed at a restaurant, a large 
apartment building duplex, a multi-family house and a garden 
shop, a first-floor retail shop with apartments above, and a 
first-floor office building with apartments above. The grantee 
installed the systems in the Village center, which were previously 
considered infeasible due to the small lot sizes. 

The grantee used textile filters as the treatment unit for 
each site because of their ability to fit into limited spaces, 
low operational and maintenance costs, and ability to treat 
wastewater consistently though seasonal variation. Alternative 
drainfields were also installed at each site, which allowed for 
greater flexibility given space constraints. This method also 
preserved their scenic and historical setting, an important factor 
to the community. 

Image 15: BottImage 15: Bottomleomless sand filtss sand filter fits iner fits intto a small spaco a small space at a propee at a property on Mainrty on Main  
StreStreeet. (Phott. (Photo co courtourtesesy of they of the final gran final grantteeee re report)port)

Installation at neighborhood restaurant and mixed-use retail, 
office, and residential buildings: For this demonstration site, 
the grantee reported it considered the restaurant’s capacity 
(100 patrons), lot size (1.6 acres), and its close proximity to 
a water supply well during the design process. The space 
for a drainfield installation was very limited, which posed a 
challenge to this site. The system routes restaurant kitchen 
wastewater through a three-compartment, 2,000-gallon grease 
trap and then combines this flow with wastewater from the 
restaurant bathroom facilities. The combined effluent flows to 
a 2,500-gallon, two-compartment septic tank, which flows by 
gravity to a 2,500-gallon recirculation tank. Wastewater then 
pumps from the recirculation tank to a four-module recirculating 
media (textile) filter. To save space, these units are located 
directly above the 2,500-gallon septic tank receiving flow from 
the restaurant grease trap and above the recirculating tank. 
Finally, the treated wastewater is pressure-dosed to a shallow, 
narrow drainfield located in an island within the restaurant 
parking lot. The drainfield consists of eight 98-foot-long lines fed 
from the middle and set in 4 zones. 

Installation at a large apartment building, duplex apartment, 
and Glocester Heritage Society: The grantee installed new septic 
tanks for primary treatment and solids settling for each building 
at this site. Effluent from each septic tank flows by gravity to 
a 2,000-gallon recirculating tank and is then time-dosed to 
two textile filters. After recirculation for improved nitrogen 
removal, the treated wastewater is pumped to a 7-by-48-foot 
raised bottomless sand filter. This configuration maximized the 
available space, keeping the drainfield within a safe setback 
distance (100 feet) away from existing wells

Installation at a multifamily house and cottage with rustic 
garden shop on one lot: Prior to installation of the new system, 
the site contained one septic tank and a failed drainfield for the 
home and cottage, along with no running water to the barn and 
garden shop. The advanced septic system installed handles a 
combined flow of 600 gallons per day of wastewater and time-
doses wastewater under pressure to a textile filter. The flow 
then recirculates back to the septic tank for improved nitrogen 
removal. After recirculating several times daily, the treated 
wastewater is pressure dosed to a 7-by-25-foot bottomless sand 
filter, which serves as a drainfield. The top of this bottomless 
sand filter is raised above the site existing grade to function 
in high-water table soils and to provide additional bacterial 
removal. The bottomless sand filter is a single-pass design where 
treated effluent is sprayed over the top of the sand filter and 
undergoes final treatment as it filters through two feet of sand 
media. It then discharges directly into the ground beneath the 
filter. By locating the drainfield in a narrow space near the front 
of the property, a safe setback distance of 100 feet from the well 
was achieved, without any disturbance to wetland buffers. 
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Installation at first floor retail shops with apartments above: An 
advanced wastewater treatment system was installed to replace 
the old failing system for a building with a combined flow rate of 
660 gallons per day. The wastewater from this building flows by 
gravity to a 1,500-gallon dual compartment septic tank with an 
effluent filter, and then to a 1,000-gallon recirculating tank. From 
there, the wastewater is time-dosed to a textile filter designed to 
accommodate up to 900 gallons per day. The treated wastewater 
is then pumped to a shallow, narrow, pressurized drainfield.

Installation at first floor vintage office building with apartments 
above: The grantee installed a 1,500-gallon dual-compartment 
septic tank and a recirculating textile filter. From the textile 
filter, the treated effluent is time-dosed to a shallow, narrow, 
pressurized drainfield. The wastewater from this building flows 
by gravity to a 1,500-gallon dual compartment septic tank with 
an effluent filter, and then to a 1,000-gallon recirculating tank. 
From there, the wastewater is time-dosed to a textile filter 
designed to accommodate up to 900 gallons per day. The treated 
wastewater is then pumped to the shallow, narrow, pressurized 
drainfield. This configuration maximizes separation distance from 
the drainfield to both the wetland and the well, according to 
the grantee. Prior to this installation, the wastewater gathered 
into a cesspool as the primary means of wastewater treatment. 
The grantee pumped out the wastewater and filled in the cistern 
before the new system was installed.

Management Options

The next phase of the project was to develop a town-wide 
long-term wastewater management strategy. The grantee used 
geospatial mapping to evaluate the sources of pollution to 
groundwater and estimate suitability of all parcels for onsite 
wastewater treatment. The grantee performed the assessment 
using input factors such as parcel size, soils, and proximity to 
wetlands. They utilized specific risk factors to weigh how prone 
certain areas were to wastewater pollution. Results showed that 
40 percent of lots were either marginally suitable or unsuitable 
for a conventional system. Requiring use of advanced treatment 
in high risk areas, with inspection and maintenance of all onsite 
wastewater treatment systems (OWTS) was recommended. 
Otherwise, conventional systems would continue to be installed 
using either mound systems or reduced well setbacks, putting 
groundwater supplies at risk.

Lessons Learned

The Town of Glocester concluded it should adopt several onsite 
wastewater management practices and treatment standards for 
Chepachet Village in the future. This included: 

• Ensure basic septic system maintenance
• Phase out cesspools

• Set a time frame for replacement of all cesspools from
first inspection identifying locations of cesspools or
requiring cesspool removal within one year of property
transfer

• Establish siting standards for new construction
• Prohibit new system construction or expansion on water

table sites less than two feet below ground surface, and
within buffers to wells, wetlands, and surface waters

• Establish standards for use of advanced wastewater
treatment

• Promote private-well care through testing, workshops,
subsidizations of sampling costs, and encouraging upgrades

• Control use of underground storage tanks and
hazardous materials

• Manage stormwater to control runoff volume
• Protect and restore wetland buffers
• Expand public education

Present Site Conditions

The demonstration sites are still in use and functioning properly 
today. The sites are being used as training opportunities for 
those interested in adopting similar wastewater management 
methods and as a public outreach tool for community members.  

Project Participants and Resources

• Joubert & Loomis. Chepachet Village Decentralized
Wastewater Demonstration Project. Final Report. 2005.
http://www.glocesterri.org/ChepWastewaterReport.pdf

• Town of Glocester
• University of Rhode Island Cooperative Extension Water

Quality Program
• Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management
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The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

An Innovative Eco-Machine to Treat Stormwater and 
River Water on the Blackstone River at Fisherville MillGrafton, 

Massachusetts
Grantee: Town of Grafton

Grant Amount: $671,000 Year Completed: 2012

Grantee Purpose: Addr Addreess grss groundwoundwaatteer and surfr and surfaceace  
wwaatteer cr cononttaminaamination ction caused baused by indusy industrial pollution intrial pollution in  
thethe Black Blackssttoneone Riv Riveer ar at the Fishert the Fisherville Mill.ville Mill.

Proposed Project: Impr Improovvee the the w waatteer quality ofr quality of  
thethe Black Blackssttoneone Riv Riveer thrr through an innoough an innovvaativtive we waatterer  
trtreaeatmentment tt teechnologychnology, mitig, mitigaating theting the c conceoncenntrtraationstions  
and eand effffeects of harmcts of harmful pollutful pollutanants.ts.  

Project Overview

The Blackstone River flows 46 miles from Worcester,
Massachusetts, to Providence, Rhode Island. Prior to this 

project, on the Massachusetts side, the Blackstone River 
suffered decades of industrial pollution as well as visible 
pollution and odors, impacting the livability of the historic 
riverbank mill villages and the usability of the river for 
recreational purposes. Due to the severity of the pollution, the 
river was designated to the state’s list of impaired waters.

Fisherville Mill is located on the historic Blackstone Canal 
Trench that joins with the Blackstone River. This site has been 
known to house harmful pollutants for years, primarily No. 
6 fuel oil (bunker C) and chlorinated solvents. A fire in 1999 
destroyed the mill, releasing large amounts of contaminants 
into the ground and surface water, degrading the canal, and 
threatening the Town of Grafton’s drinking water supply.

This decentralized demonstration project grant authorized 
the Town of Grafton, the grantee, to install an Eco-Machine, 
which would pilot and test biological restoration of the canal. 
The grantee completed the Eco-Machine in May 2012. The 
Eco-Machine developers proposed their technology could 
attract diverse organisms to the canal to digest the fuel oils and 
improve water quality through impaired ecosystem function.

Image 16: BlackImage 16: Blackssttoneone Canal, Canal, Gree Greenhouse,nhouse, and Canal R and Canal Resesttorer with a noticorer with a noticeeablablee  
oil sheoil sheen in Juneen in June 2012. (Phot 2012. (Photo co courtourteessy of Projey of Project Lect Lead John Tad John Todd)odd)

Technologies 

The Town of Grafton awarded John Todd Ecological Design 
$321,000 to design, construct, and operate the Eco-Machine. 
Other grant funding went to butane injections into the ground 
at the source of oil contamination. This process dilutes the 
oil and stimulates growth of oil consuming bacteria that 
consume it before entering the water. The ecological treatment 
installation consisted of a variety of interlinking technologies: 
A solar-powered greenhouse with aquatic tanks and a fungal 
mycelial loop, a floating plant raft anchored in the canal, 
and a sediment intake structure. The technologies interact 
by continuously flowing water from the canal through the 
greenhouse and back into the canal. 
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The system designer sought to provide many beneficial organisms 
to the canal. The Eco-Machine intended to function as an 
ecological incubator and provide a sufficient diversity of life forms 
to digest oils and contaminants. This would then transform the 
canal back into its original healthy state. 

Image 17: TheImage 17: The schematic of the schematic of the f facility includeacility includes the Es the Ecco‐Machineo‐Machine,, the R the Reessttoreorerr  
in thein the c canal,anal, and the and the bio‐filt bio‐filterer. (Phot. (Photo co courtourtesesy of John Ty of John Todd)odd)

Image 18: EImage 18: Eccoo‐‐MachineMachine on the on the Black Blackssttone River at Fisherone River at Fisherville Mill. (Photville Mill. (Photoo  
ccourtourteessy of they of the Black Blackssttoneone Rive River Vr Vallealley Ny National Heritational Heritageage Corridor) Corridor)

Monitoring Data

Between June and November 2012, the grantee took monthly 
samples of petroleum contaminated water and sediments within 
the canal, testing for Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPHs) and 
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs). This was conducted 
at a variety of locations including upstream, downstream, at 
the bottom filter, under the Restorer in the canal, and in the 
greenhouse tanks. 

The grantee’s data show TPHs in water trended downward. 
TPHs in the sediments increased throughout the summer, with a 
downward trend from north to south along the canal. The grantee 
provided Figure 3 (on the right) to document these changes in TPH 
levels throughout the Grafton system.

PAHs in water exhibited a decrease in levels between the canal 
and Eco-Machine. Sampling showed an increase in PAHs in the 
month of September. PAHs in the sediments also increased 
throughout the summer, similarly to TPHs, with the highest 
concentrations reported upstream.  

 TTableable 3: Lis 3: List of tt of teechnologiechnologies used in this project.s used in this project.

Bottom Filters • Bottom filters draw 500-1000
gallons of contaminated canal
water daily through 4 25-
foot microbial bottom filters
submersed in the middle of
the canal.

Eco-Machine • The Eco-Machine is in a
greenhouse with two sub-
components (Myco-Reactor
and Aquatic Cells).

• The Myco-Reactor breaks down
large molecule chains through
the use of different species of
wood decaying fungi, producing
extracellular enzymes.

• Water containing the enzymes
then moves to the Aquatic
Cells, a series of six 700-gallon
tanks containing plants, snails,
fish, and bacteria, where
contaminated water becomes
a source of food for the various
microorganisms.

Canal Restorer • A floating raft system
with native plant species
establishes root systems.

• The Restorer receives water
flows from the Eco-Machine.

• This sustains the ecology
seeded into the canal from
the Eco-Machine, thereby
increasing beneficial
organisms and enhancing
overall water quality.

FigureFigure 3: TPH average 3: TPH averages (ug/L) of botts (ug/L) of bottom filtom filteers,rs, c canal subanal subsurfsurfacace,e, and E and Eccoo‐‐
Machine from JuneMachine from June t to Octo October 2012.ober 2012.
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The grantee also sampled for dissolved oxygen, pH, 
temperature, chemical oxygen demand, phosphorous, 
ammonia-nitrogen, and nitrate-nitrogen for water chemistry. 
All sampling results can be found in the Grafton Canal Restorer 
Eco-Machine: Water Quality and Contaminated Sediment 
Biological Restoration Systems Final Report as cited under the 
Project Participants and Resources section.

Lessons Learned 

The grantee reported that water quality improved; amphibians, 
fish, and beavers have returned to the canal; and turtles have 
been seen sunning themselves along the upstream oil booms. 
The Eco-Machine treated over 300,000 gallons of petroleum-
contaminated waters and sediment as part of this project.
Due to the short sampling time period, the grantee reported 
results are preliminary. More data is necessary to determine 
total success. A multi-year study of this system would be needed 
to determine the specific role each system component plays in 
improving water quality. 

The grantee reported it expects that over time the combination of 
the Eco-Machine and the Restorer will act as ecological incubators 
and seed the canal with beneficial organisms on a continuous 
basis. This will strengthen the ability to help manage nutrients and 
remove hydrocarbons from the water and sediments. The grantee 
believes if the system establishes itself and performs as designed, 
then low-impact hydrocarbon remediation will become more 
widely affordable.

Present Site Condition

The Eco-Machine has continued to operate since its launch 
in 2012; it is operated on a voluntary basis by the site owner, 
Fisherville Redevelopment Company, LLC (FRC) with the help from 
several local universities.

• Water quality has continuously improved since project
inception. There appears to be growing complexity and
diversity in the flora and fauna of the affected area.

• FRC has hosted more than 100 tours of the facility for
technical schools, universities, and graduate and post
graduate programs.

• The facility has become a platform for scientific inquiry in
the area and delivers complex lessons in system thinking,
ecosystem and organismal function to students, professors,
and the regulatory community.

• The grantee reports that the study of the system’s functions
and its potential applications is delivering multiple social 
goods including remediation, tourist amenity, a living 
classroom, and a living laboratory.

Project Participants and Resources

• Todd, J., et al. Grafton Canal Restorer Eco-Machine: Water
Quality and Contaminated Sediment Biological Restoration
Systems Final Report. 2012

• Brown University Superfund Laboratory
• Clark University Hibbett Laboratory
• Worcester Polytechnical Institute
• Tufts Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine
• Tufts School Environmental Engineering and Public Health

program
• The Conway School Ecological Design Program
• The National Park Service
• Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
• Blackstone Valley Canal Commission
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

Decentralized Wastewater Treatment System: The Water 
Purification Eco-Center

Kutztown, Pennsylvania

Grantee: Rodale Institute

$695,450Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2013

Grantee Purpose: De Devvelop an onsitelop an onsitee w wasastteewwaatterer  
trtreaeatmentment st syysstteem tham that inct incorpororporaattees both trs both traditionaladitional  
and altand alternaernativtivee w wasastteewwaatter ser syyssttems tems to deo demonsmonstrtraattee  
nenew and ew and effffeectivctive mee methods fthods for wor wasastteewwaatteer trr treeaatmentmentt  
and rand reuse.euse.

Proposed Project: Design, Design, c consonstruct,truct, and monit and monitoror  
a wa weetland setland sewwagage tre treeaatmentment and drip irrigt and drip irrigaationtion  
ssyyssttem, as wem, as weelll as insl as insttall rall rainainwwaatter harer harvveessting grting greeenen  
ininfrfrasastructurtructure on thee on the ce cenntteerr’’s rs roof foof for wor waatteer rr reuseeuse  
purposes.purposes.  

Project Overview

The Rodale Institute, the grantee, is a nonprofit organization
focused on developing best practices for organic farming 

through research and outreach. The Institute constructed 
the Water Purification Eco-Center (WPEC) as a decentralized 
wastewater treatment and disposal system for public restroom 
facilities to demonstrate a model of onsite wastewater 
treatment that combines conventional and alternative 
wastewater treatment. The system uses harvested rainwater 
for toilet flushing and filters and treats it several times before 
dispersing it by drip irrigation into a nearby perennial garden. 
The demonstration grant project included a multi-step process 
of wastewater treatment consisting of septic tank and primary 
treatment, construction of a wetland cell, installation of a 
recirculating bio-filter, and construction of a subsurface drip 
irrigation system. 

Technology

The treatment system developed by the grantee collects 
rainwater from the facility’s roof and stores it in an 
underground cistern. The rainwater is used to flush toilets, and 
then flows into a septic tank for solids separation. From the 
settling tank, the water is then sent to a constructed wetland 
for microbial filtering. The water is recirculated between the 
wetland cell and the equalization tank through a trickling bio-
filter. The treated effluent is then sent through a drip irrigation 
system to a nearby perennial garden.

Rain Collection
The Rodale Institute designed the facility with a roof that 
collects rainwater that feeds the facility’s water supply. 
Rainwater is brought down to the sub-grade cistern and then 
pumped to supply the non-potable water for toilets and 
urinals. Standing seam metal roofing was installed for easy 
rainwater catchment. 

Image 19: Design of the WImage 19: Design of the Watater Purificer Purification Eation Eccoo‐‐CeCenntterer. (Phot. (Photo co courtourteessy of the final grany of the final grantteee report)e report)
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Wastewater Collection and Primary Treatment
Wastewater from the facility flows by gravity into an 
underground septic tank for primary treatment and for solids 
to settle at the bottom of the tank. Effluent pumps collect the 
septic tank effluent. The collection system consists of a primary 
treatment tank, flow equalization tank, in-tank high-head 
effluent pumps, and small-diameter collection mains.

Constructed Wetland
Water pumps into a subsurface horizontal-flow constructed 
wetland where lined gravel filters are planted with wetland 
plant species. As wastewater moves through the wetland, the 
bacteria attached to the gravel and plant roots breaks down 
organic waste, suspended solids, and nitrogen. With regular 
maintenance, such as removing, cleaning, and replacing gravel, 
along with testing liners for water tightness, the wetland has 
a conservative estimated service life of 30 – 40 years. Though, 
higher estimates range up to 100 years. From the wetland cell, 
the water flows to the level-adjusted basin, which maintains 
water levels in the wetland cell and provides a staging zone to 
determine if the water should flow through the tricking filter 
for recirculation or be processed to the drip irrigation field. 

Image 20: Schematic of subImage 20: Schematic of subsurfsurfacacee c consonstructtructeed wed wetland. (Phottland. (Photo co courtourteessy of they of the  
final granfinal grantteeee re report)port)

Trickling Bio-Filter
After the wetland cell, the water is sent from the level adjust 
basin to a trickling bio-filter, which consists of loosely packed 
high-surface area media within an enclosed tower. Made 
from plastic honeycomb boxes, housing a durable surface 
for bacterial growth, the media breaks down the organic 
material and nutrients from the effluent. Wastewater sprays 
intermittently over the media and trickles to the bottom where 
it collects and flows by gravity back to the tank. Water then 
recirculates back to the flow equalization tank and through the 
wetland. 

Image 21: Schematic of trickling bioImage 21: Schematic of trickling bio‐‐filtfilterer. (Phot. (Photo co courtourtesesy of the final grany of the final grantteeee  
rereport)port)

Subsurface Drip Dispersal
The upper layers of native soil contain a complex ecology 
and are natural systems for the removal, sequestration, 
and transformation of nutrients found in water bodies. Any 
contaminants are generally removed within the first two feet 
of soil. The treated effluent collects in a dosing tank, pumps 
via drip tubing below the surface, and percolates through the 
soil matrix. Eventually, the treated effluent is dispersed into the 
water table. 

Image 22: RImage 22: Reesstroom ftroom facilityacility,, we wetlands,tlands, and drip irrigation field. (Phot and drip irrigation field. (Photo co courtourteessyy  
of theof the final gran final grantteeee re report)port)  

Monitoring Data
The grantee conducted seven rounds of water sampling 
between March and December 2012. During each sampling 
event, the grantee pulled samples from the septic tank, 
pre-cell, wetland cell, and irrigation tank. Samples were 
also collected from two and four feet underneath the 
effluent-irrigated landscaped areas. Table 4 on the next page 
summarizes the reduction of each sample parameter as 
reported by the grantee.
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TTableable 4: Summar 4: Summary of rey of reduction as reportduction as reported bed by they the gran grantteeee..

Phosphorous • Substantial drop between
septic and pre-cell chambers

• Final leachate concentrations
averaged 0.4 mg/L (septic tank
averaged approx. 21 mg/L)

Fecal Coliform (FC) • Reduction of 99.99% by the
time the wastewater made it to
the irrigation system

• Final leachate concentrations
averaged 3.6 FC/mL (septic tank
averaged 120,000 FC/mL)

Nitrogen • Average levels of 8.8 mg/L by
the time the wastewater made
it to the irrigation tank

• Final leachate concentrations
averaged 1.3 mg/L (septic tank
averaged approx. 75 mg/L)

Total Dissolved Solids

Dissolved Oxygen

• Concentrations did not
significantly reduce

• No negative impacts on human
health from measured levels

• Typical levels in the septic tank
averaged <1 mg/L

• Average levels rose to at least 5
mg/L, high enough to support
aquatic life, after treated
wastewater reached wetland

Lessons Learned
The Rodale Institute strived for a solution that could be 
adoptable and adaptable to other sites with similar needs and 
challenges. The grantee found the footprint of this system 
can fit inside a backyard and treats the typical output from a 
3-bedroom house, which averages 300-500 gallons per day.
The grantee concluded this makes this system replicable and
feasible for many homeowners.

Visitor feedback on the constructed wetland was positive. 
Visitors found the wetland aesthetically pleasing and 
intelligently designed to fit into the landscape. 

The system itself is low maintenance. Aside from routine 
upkeep on the pumps, there has been little for the grantee to 
maintain since system installation and startup. 

Present Conditions

The grantee reports that the site is fully functional and 
operating well. The grantee is not currently collecting data on 
the system due to lack of funding.

Project Participants and Resources

• Rodale Institute. Water Purification: Innovative On‐site
Wastewater Treatment. Final Report. 2013.

• Langan Engineering and Environmental Services
• Natural Systems Incorporated
• Franc Environmental
• Kutztown University
• Maxatawny Township Board of Supervisors
• DelVal Soil and Environmental
• Down to Earth Design
• Water Purification Eco-Center Website: https://

rodaleinstitute.org/about/facilities-and-campuses/water-
purification-eco-center

https://rodaleinstitute.org/about/facilities-and-campuses/water-purification-eco-center 
https://rodaleinstitute.org/about/facilities-and-campuses/water-purification-eco-center 
https://rodaleinstitute.org/about/facilities-and-campuses/water-purification-eco-center 
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

Protection of Groundwater Resources via 
Technologies to Reduce Nutrient Contamination in 
the Upper Deschutes Watershed

La Pine,  Oregon

Grantee: Deschutes County

$5,500,000Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2005

Grantee Purpose: Addr Addreess nitrss nitraattee pollution impacting pollution impacting  
a shalloa shalloww,, unc uncononfined aquiffined aquifer cer causeaused bd by fy failingailing  
decendecentrtralizalizeed sd syyssttems.ems.

Proposed Project: Utiliz Utilize and implemene and implement ct cosostt-e-effffeectivctivee  
denitrifdenitrifying wying wasastteewwaatter trer treaeatmentment tt technologies technologies too  
homehomes on the Uppes on the Upper Deschutr Deschutees Rivs River Basin.er Basin.  

Project Overview

Deschutes County, Oregon, has experienced rapid
development growth in recent decades. The grantee 

reported that the development of housing subdivisions created 
difficulties in adequately siting individual wastewater treatment 
systems and water supply wells. These systems threatened the 
groundwater quality in the area. The grantee also reported that 
the county did not have land use planning that were designed 
to address potential water quality impacts from decentralized 
systems laws in place at the time of the subdivision’s 
development.

Deschutes County recognized these issues in 1996. Since then, 
the county completed a study finding a centralized sewer 
system was infeasible. As a result, the Oregon Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ), in coordination with Deschutes 
County and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), obtained 
funding to strengthen its existing septic systems. 

This project aimed to:

• Field test decentralized wastewater systems with
denitrifying technology;

• Develop a decentralized system maintenance structure;
• Perform groundwater investigations and develop a 3D

groundwater and nutrient fate and transport model; and
• Establish a loan program to replace or retrofit failing or

inappropriately sited decentralized systems.

Image 23: DeschutImage 23: Deschutes Rivees Riverr. (Phot. (Photo co courtourteessy of Uy of U.S. F.S. Foreoresst Set Serrvicvice)e)

Technology

The county solicited proposals from the national onsite 
professional community as the initial step for technology 
selection. This project utilized 13 different advanced 
wastewater treatment technologies with the primary goal 
of reducing nitrogen contamination to the groundwater. The 
grantee assessed each technology for its ability to treat the 
wastewater. The final report presented the individual system’s 
performance statistics.
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TTableable 5: Demons 5: Demonstration projetration project tct technologieechnologies.s.

AdvanTex™ AX-20 Uses textile in packed bed filter as 
replacement for sand or gravel

AdvanTex™ RX-30 Uses textile pieces similar to 
AdvanTex™ AX-20 but smaller

Amphidrome® Uses deep sand media contained in 
vertically oriented tube

Biokreisel Rotates biological contractor turned 
by small motor

Dyno2™ Recirculates gravel filter combined 
with wetland treatment system 
components

EnviroServer Provides both fixed film and 
suspended growth processes with 
forced aeration

MicroFAST® Uses both attached and suspended 
growth processes in a unit that 
combines the packed bed approach 
with forced aeration

IDEA BESTEP Suspends growth activated sludge 
treatment within a single tank

Amphidrome® Uses deep sand media contained in 
vertically oriented tube

Innovative 
Trench Designs

Attempts to replicate denitrification 
processes from non-proprietary 
designs

Nayadic Designs with nested chambers - an 
inner reactive vessel and outer 
clarification chamber

NiteLess Uses all wastewater treatment 
processes contained to single tank

NITREX™ filter Contains a nitrate-reactive media 
that converts nitrate to nitrogen gas

Puraflo® Packs bed filter using peat fiber as 
filter media

Costs

In the La Pine project area, a standard conventional septic 
system typically costs $3,500 in 2000-2001, the years of 
the demonstration project wastewater treatment system 
installations. New nitrogen reducing treatment systems ranged 
from $8,900 to $19,000 while nitrogen treatment retrofits into 
existing systems ranged from $3,500 to $18,900. Maintenance 
costs to homeowners were typically $200-$250 annually. Costs 
to retrofit systems depended primarily on the condition of 
the existing system and other structural constraints on the 
property.

Monitoring Results

This project selected 49 sites on the Upper Deschutes River 
Basin to receive denitrifying technologies. The grantee 
installed groundwater monitoring well networks around 
each decentralized system to monitor monthly for a year, 
and then quarterly for another two years. The final report 
illustrated the challenge the county faced by denitrifying 
decentralized systems to meet the 10 mg/L performance 
standard. The system that consistently met the 10 mg/L 
standard, the NITREX™ filter (see description in Table 5), 
included a secondary carbon source and anoxic environment to 
reduce the nitrate to nitrogen gas. Most other systems relied 
on recirculation to the primary clarifier in order to promote 
denitrification.

Loan Program

The original proposed plan included more than 200 systems 
for either retrofit or new installations. However, the State of 
Oregon had a rule, which was in place in 2005 and has since 
been repealed, that prevent the installation of treatment 
systems. Therefore, the remaining grant funds went toward the 
implementation of a low-interest loan program. In cooperation 
with DEQ, Deschutes County developed a Request for Proposal 
(RFP) for an organization or agency to contract with the county 
to administer the loan. The RFP included concepts like loan 
repayment at time of sale or other such deferred payment 
options. Additionally, Deschutes County considered utilizing the 
Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) financing available 
for decentralized systems at the conclusion of the project. 
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Recommendations for Management 
Program

While the grantee determined additional levels of maintenance 
are required for the advanced treatment technologies installed 
as part of this demonstration project, it also determined that 
the thousands of existing systems typically lacked the most 
basic types of preventative care. To create a decentralized 
wastewater management program meant to address this issue, 
the grantee undertook a lengthy citizen input process that 
established the following recommendations:

• Issue a combined construction and operating permit for all
decentralized systems;

• Bring existing systems into the operations and
maintenance (O&M) program;

• Develop a computerized system for tracking maintenance
activities to be made accessible to the public;

• Mandate a certification program for maintenance
providers, installers, and pumpers;

• Encourage the permitting agency to use a variety of
methods to ensure compliance;

• Provide continuing education for homeowners through
handouts, home show booths, Earth Day fairs, media 
coverage, and more; and

• Coordinate a phased implementation of the O&M program.

Lessons Learned

As a result of the grant project, the county noted several 
lessons learned:  

• Alternative or innovative wastewater treatment systems
can provide comparable or improved performance over
conventional systems, particularly where such systems are
designed and installed to promote denitrification;

• Maintenance professionals should be developed and
promoted, so that individual providers can focus on
decentralized system maintenance as a primary business;

• Long-term data on the performance of decentralized
systems is necessary. Most studies, including this
demonstration, are short lived and do not provide
extended examination of systems that are expected to
operate for twenty years or more;

• No studies could be referenced with enough evidence to
point to decreased pollution for a scientific justification of
a maintenance program;

• Inviting the public to join the decision-making process was
essential to the integrity of the project;

• Committee members took ownership of the overall
recommendation development process and the product
due to an extensive fact-finding and educational process,
changing the public’s outlook; and

• Predictions of future impacts to the aquifer, as produced
by the USGS 3D nutrient fate and transport model, indicate
that the quality of the aquifer will continue to decline
with increased development that uses conventional
decentralized wastewater systems. The model also predicts
that the use of innovative treatment technologies will be
effective in lowering effluent nitrogen concentrations.

Present Site Conditions

Deschutes County passed an ordinance in 2008 requiring 
homeowners to upgrade their septic systems. However, 
voters overturned that ordinance a year later, requesting 
the DEQ take the lead which they did though the formation 
of a committee to discuss topics such as geology, soils, 
hydrogeology, toxicology, and septic system technology. In 
June 2013, the committee fulfilled its role and provided their 
recommendations to DEQ.

Advanced wastewater treatment systems are being installed 
gradually, primarily on new development. Though, there 
continues to be a large amount of nutrients from existing 
conventional systems. Deschutes County established a 
fund with a local community assistance program for a non-
conforming loan program. A new Community Development 
Financial Institution, Craft3, has started offering low interest 
loans for septic system projects throughout Oregon and 
Washington State.

Project Participants and Resources

• Rich, Barbara (La Pine Project Coordinator). La Pine
National Demonstration Project 1999-2005. Final Report.
2006.

• Deschutes County Community Development Department.
Protection of Groundwater Resources in the Upper
Deschutes River Basin, Oregon. September 2008. https://
www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/
lapine_report.pdf

• Baggett, Robert & Nigg, Eric. South Deschutes/
North Klamath Groundwater Protection: Reports and
Recommendations. July 2013. Prepared by Oregon Dept of
Environmental Quality.

• Information on Deschutes County loan program:
www.neighborimpact.org

• Information on Craft3 loan program: https://www.craft3.
org/Borrow/clean-water-loans

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/lapine_report.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/lapine_report.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/lapine_report.pdf
https://www.craft3.org/Borrow/clean-water-loans
https://www.craft3.org/Borrow/clean-water-loans
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Innovative Community-led Approaches to 
Wastewater Treatment Problems in Low-Income 
Communities

Lower Rio Grande 
Valley, Texas

Grantee: The Rensselaerville Institute

$867,300Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2009

Grantee Purpose: R Reeduce riskduce risks ts to public health dueo public health due  
tto poorly co poorly consonstructtructeed or non-d or non-functioning sefunctioning sepptictic  
ssyyssttems in a cems in a community with high rommunity with high raattes of poes of povverty anderty and  
populapopulation grtion groowwth.th.  

Proposed Project: Ins Insttall deall decencentrtralizalized or alted or alteernarnativtivee  
onsitonsite we wasastteewwaatter ter technologieechnologies in cs in communitieommunities ins in  
neeneed or prd or proovide a cvide a connection tonnection to a ceno a centrtralizalized seed sewwer aser as  
apprappropriaopriattee. Implemen. Implement a lart a largge public educe public educaation andtion and  
outroutreeach each effffort and inort and invigvigororaatte te toowns thrwns through use ofough use of  
thethe Small T Small Toowns Enwns Envirvironmeonmennttal Pral Progrogram,am, a se a selflf-help-help  
modemodel.l.

Project Overview

The Lower Rio Grande Valley is home to some of the nation’s
most economically challenged communities. In addition, 

the area experienced uncommonly high levels of public health 
illnesses. The grantee, The Rensselaerville Institute (TRI), 
determined the illnesses may have been partly caused by 
improperly functioning wastewater treatment systems or, in 
some cases, a complete lack of these systems. The grantee 
proposed to address the lack of proper wastewater treatment 
in this area.

TRI coordinated outreach, training, permitting, design, and 
implementation services. The project began in 2004 and 
continued through the end of 2007. During the demonstration 
grant period, TRI reported the following accomplishments:

• Serviced 90 homes with failing systems or no system;
• Developed a replicable self-help model to rehabilitate

failing septic systems and deliver wastewater services at
reduced costs;

• Created capacity and advocacy among key stakeholders,
including engineers, permitting authorities, community
leaders, etc.; and

• Demonstrated the economic utility of wastewater through
significant community improvement.

Seeking more cost-effective alternatives to fully centralized 
wastewater treatment, the Texas Water Development 
Board (TWDB) commissioned a feasibility study to consider 
decentralized wastewater management as an option for 125 
Hidalgo County colonias. Colonias are residential subdivisions, 
usually in unincorporated areas of a county. There are more 
than 2,000 colonias in the Lower Rio Grande Valley.

Cluster systems with septic tanks for pre-treatment, re-
circulating sand filters for advanced treatment, and low-
pressure dosing fields for disposal or reuse were the 
preferred alternatives in the study. TWDB determined cluster 

ImageImage 24: Map of Lo 24: Map of Lowewer Rio Grande Vr Rio Grande Vallealleyy. (Phot. (Photo co courtourteessy of Ty of Teexxas A&Mas A&M  
University)University)
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systems would be feasible at half of the cost of conventional, 
centralized sewer systems. However, due to a lack of interest, 
no colonias applied for funding and, therefore, TWDB 
eventually de-obligated its funding to support other projects. 
The grantee determined it needed a more proactive approach. 
TRI perceived the following four barriers necessary to 
overcome for colonias to accept this decentralized approach:

1. Lack of mutually acceptable cost comparisons for
engineers

2. Unfamiliarity of the link between insufficient wastewater
management and illness

3. Absence of visible well-functioning alternative systems
4. Low resident participation in creating solutions

Technology

Although TRI did not utilize a decentralized cluster system for 
residential communities, it undertook multiple projects within 
various colonias of the Lower Rio Grande Valley. The grantee’s 
goal was to reduce exposure to untreated wastewater for as 
many residents as possible, while overcoming the barriers 
stated above. TRI accomplished this through a combination 
of single home system installations and connection to a 
centralized sewer system. The following are two examples 
of projects that overcame the barriers mentioned above and 
successfully used a decentralized system approach. 

Hidalgo County Head Start: The Hidalgo County Head Start 
(HCHS) building accommodated 100 employees and produced 
more than 800 gallons of wastewater per day. This required 
bi-monthly pumping as its five septic tanks and drainfields were 
in a state of failure. TRI installed a new system, which included 
three 1,000-gallon pre-treatment septic tanks and a 750-gallon 
dosing tank that equally distributed wastewater through an 
array of small diameter pipes, through the entire length of a 
trench, and then into the soil. The HCHS building was TRI’s 
largest project.

Big 5 in Edinburg, Texas: The second largest project TRI 
completed was in colonia Big 5, where 20 residents had failing 
septic systems replaced with aerobic treatment plants. These 
failing systems leaked into residents’ backyards, forming pools 
of sewage discharge, and creating hazardous health conditions. 
After a thorough review, the grantee selected the Clean H2O 
Machine Model CM500 for the site. The CM500 used an 
extended aeration process, otherwise known as activated 
sludge, wherein a small remote air compressor and single tank 
with two compartments achieve a high degree of treatment. 
TRI used a low-pressure dosed field design that uniformly 
distributed treated wastewater into the soil. 

TRI reported it was unable to develop a clustered system 
and did not utilize decentralized wastewater treatment in 
seven other treatment projects. TRI assisted 73 additional 
homeowners connect to a traditional centralized sewer system. 

Project Costs
TRI received $867,300 in EPA grant funding for execution and 
implementation of this demonstration project. A financial 
breakdown of costs is below. TRI also received in-kind 
contributions amounting to $343,929.

Figure 4:Figure 4: Proje Project cct cososts.ts.

Project Costs

Self-Help Model: Small Towns 
Environmental Program (STEP)

The grantee designed the program to test the efficiency and 
cost-effectiveness of its self-help model, the Small Towns 
Environmental Program (STEP), in developing and constructing 
alternatives to traditional wastewater treatment and practical 
benefits of effluent reuse. STEP engages residents directly to 
solve community environmental problems. 

In this grantee-led program, community members contribute 
time and energy to decrease the costs of a project. 
Communities can use STEP to capitalize on their own resources 
(e.g., manual labor or material) and thereby reduce costs. This 
decreases the cost of labor in many instances and raises funds 
through events, and secures contributions. While self-help 
methodologies seek a cost savings of at least 40 percent, the 
in-kind contributions described above were approximately 40 
percent of the total contract costs. This demonstrates project 
sustainability in continuing to deliver wastewater services at a 
reduced cost.
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Management Models

EPA’s “Voluntary National Guidelines for Management of 
Onsite and Clustered (Decentralized) Wastewater Treatment 
Systems” provided an optimum framework for TRI. For 
those projects undertaken in colonias where a decentralized 
system was impossible to install and resulted in connections 
to a centralized sewer, TRI determined Management Model 
1: Homeowner Awareness as the most appropriate fit. For 
those projects undertaken in colonias where a decentralized 
wastewater approach was feasible, TRI chose Management 
Model 2: Maintenance Contracts. TRI identified potential 
communities to participate in the program, contracted 
environmental assessments to be conducted for each site, 
hired licensed professionals, obtained necessary permits, and 
educated homeowners on the purpose, use, and care of their 
wastewater treatment system.

Monitoring Data
In September 2009, TRI ordered soil samples at the HCHS 
building and Big 5 colonia decentralized projects. The results 
were irregular with many significantly above EPA limits. TRI 
suggested the higher levels of contaminant concentrations 
occurred due to conditions that existed prior to the completion 
of the project. Soil conditions were dry with no odors present, 
both of which would indicate a higher likelihood of proper 
system operation. 

TTableable 6: Soil sample c 6: Soil sample conconcenentrations at HCHS Building,trations at HCHS Building, Se Seppttembeember 2009.r 2009.

Sept. 4, 2009: 
Hidalgo County Soil Sampling Findings

Sample Parameter Result

Total Nitrogen 2,273 mg/Kg

Phosphorous 296.1 mg/Kg

Fecal Coliform 1,800 cfu/g

Potassium 4,476

pH 8.58

Lessons Learned

The grantee reported 90 homes and more than 450 residents 
of the Lower Rio Grande Valley now live with functional 
wastewater treatment systems, which they would have 
otherwise been unable to afford. TRI learned many lessons 
throughout the course of this project including:

• Support from state and local officials is critical. TRI could
not overcome regulatory barriers to make decentralized
systems successful. An open dialogue among local
and state officials, systems manufacturers, engineers,
and federal authorities should have been held prior to
identifying participating colonias.

• TRI determined it would have been helpful to identify
project partners or additional funding sources to manage
some of the barriers. For example, one of the projects was
abandoned because it was in a flood zone area, requiring a
flood certificate for construction. To obtain that certificate,
each home would need to be raised 14 inches from ground
level. The current condition of these homes made that
option impractical. A housing partnership might have
provided the resources to accomplish this effort.

• An ongoing well-funded program should be established
to ensure decentralized systems are properly maintained.
While this burden is typically on the homeowner, many
local residents lack the resources to take care of their
systems on their own.

Present Site Conditions

The last colonia self-help project was funded in August 2009. 
This project extended a sewer line to serve 11 families who had 
failing septic systems in the City of Pharr.

Project Participants and Resources

• The Rensselaerville Institute, Onsite/Cluster Wastewater
System Management Program Final Report. 2009.

• EPA’s Voluntary Guidelines for Management of Onsite and
Clustered (Decentralized) Wastewater Treatment Systems:
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-06/
documents/septic_guidelines.pdf

• The Rensselaerville Institute
• The Texas Water Development Board
• Texas Commission on Environmental Quality and Colonias:

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/border/colonias.html 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-06/documents/septic_guidelines.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-06/documents/septic_guidelines.pdf
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/border/colonias.html
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A National Framework for Decentralized Wastewater 
Management in Rural or Underserved Communities

Lowndes County,
Alabama

Grantee: Alabama Center for Rural Enterprise

$571,300Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2014

Grantee Purpose: R Reememedy decdy decadeades of ecs of economic,onomic,  
enenvirvironmenonmenttal,al, and public he and public health walth wasastteewwaatteerr  
managmanageememennt challengt challenges in Loes in Lowndes Counwndes County bty byy  
ccorrorrecting the inadeecting the inadequacy of cquacy of cononvvenentional setional sepptictic  
ssyyssttems in trems in treaeating seting sewwagagee due t due to clao clay soils.y soils.

Proposed Project: Cr Creeaattee a s a structurtructuree f for a wor a wasastteewwaatterer  
managmanageememennt et enntity thatity that rt reeduces heduces health riskalth risks ands and  
potpoteenntial ctial cononttaminaamination duetion due t to inadeo inadequaquattee sanit sanitaationtion  
serservices and sevices and serrvvees as a model fs as a model for similar ruror similar ruralal  
ccommunities thrommunities throughout theoughout the U U.S..S.      

Project Overview

Lowndes County in Central Alabama is within an area referred
to as the Black Belt region. The Black Belt is historically 

known for its rich topsoil layer. The impermeable clay soils 
underlying the topsoil make traditional wastewater treatment 
by conventional septic systems inadequate. Compounding the 
issue is the region’s economic status; the county’s population 
has an overall poverty rate of 27 percent. Due to the heavy clay 
soils, installation of properly functioning septic systems are 
largely cost prohibitive, leaving many residents without basic 
wastewater treatment and exposed to public health threats. 
Through use of these grant funds, the Alabama Center for Rural 
Enterprise (ACRE) sought to lay the groundwork for providing 
sustainable solutions. 

Some of the project outcomes included:

• Surveying more than 4,000 families to prompt a geographic
framework of wastewater management needs in the
county;

• Working with universities on data collection, health
concern assessments, and the development of wastewater
treatment designs to address local deficiencies;

• Developing an overlay of maps to assess future wastewater
needs; and

• Promoting local community involvement through
community meetings, town agreements, and educational
opportunities.

ImageImage 25: A pool of raw se 25: A pool of raw sewage in a Blackwage in a Black Belt Belt‐‐arearea nea neighborhood. (Photighborhood. (Photo co courtourtesesyy  
of the Alabama Ceof the Alabama Cenntteer fr for Rural Eor Rural Enntterpriseerprise))

Household Surveys
ACRE surveyed 4,166 homes on residential wastewater 
management systems. The survey concluded, although a large 
majority of homes had some type of septic system installed, 
many were failing. Many residents regularly experienced septic 
system back-ups in or on their properties, including inside the 
home such as bathtubs or sinks, or outside, such as sewage 
pooling on lawns. The grantee’s survey provided a baseline 
screening to determine the scope of the issues facing the 
community with the goal of finding potential solutions to the 
problem. Table 7 below illustrates the data collected from this 
survey. 
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TTableable 7: Alabama Cen 7: Alabama Centter fer for Rural Eor Rural Enntterpriseerprise house household surhold survevey results.y results.

Survey Question Number of 
homes in 
community 

Percentage 
of homes in 
community

Number of homes with 
septic system

3,362 81%

Number of homes 
without septic system

552 13%

Number of homes with 
raw sewage on property

243 6%

Number of homes with 
septic systems over 20 
years old or failing 

1,554 37%

Total number of surveys 4,166 --

Work Plan

The work plan created as part of this project prioritized the 
following elements:

• Expansion and upgrade of the current wastewater
treatment facilities in Hayneville and Fort Deposit to
address the needs of residents in unsewered areas;

• A design in Hayneville to prevent the lagoon from
overflowing;

• A wastewater treatment plant in White Hall to allow
residents to connect to the public sewer;

• A decentralized system in Gordonville to remove raw
sewage;

• An approach to remove legislative barriers to expand the
operation of the Black Belt Water and Sewer Authority,
enabling the management of decentralized systems for
those unable to connect to sewer; and

• Continued efforts with the Alabama Department of Public
Health to help foster policy development to facilitate the
permitting of septic systems, encompassing affordable and
sustainable solutions.

Lessons Learned

The data collected from the survey provided insight into 
current obstacles and potential solutions to deliver effective 
wastewater management strategies and wastewater sanitation 
infrastructure in a low-resourced, economically stressed rural 
setting. The structure for a management entity, the Black Belt 
Sewer and Water Authority, is in place; however, funding is 
the primary obstacle to its ability to function. The grantee 
concluded the only septic systems that are approved by the 
state do not work in the heavy clay soils of the Black Belt 

region and are also generally not affordable for residents. 
Citizens have actively engaged in the state rulemaking process; 
however, they express frustration at legislative barriers and 
funding obstacles to adequately address the issue of raw 
sewage in poor rural communities. The grantee has postulated 
that while it will take federal, state, and private organizations 
to fund sustainable wastewater infrastructure solutions, ACRE 
will continue to work on finding those solutions.

Present Site Conditions

The grantee reports that wastewater treatment issues in 
Lowndes County are ongoing. While the Towns of Hayneville 
and Fort Deposit have municipal treatment facilities, 
functioning septic systems are not in place for many homes. 
In November 2016, ACRE conducted an “International 
Decentralized Wastewater Design Challenge” to promote the 
development of affordable onsite wastewater technology 
that is sustainable under the challenging geologic and 
socioeconomic conditions of Lowndes County. The Challenge 
served as a discussion forum for representatives from 
government, education, and private sector organizations to 
contemplate solutions for further analysis and consideration.

Health Concerns
The grantee found the health risks and hazards that Lowndes 
County residents face because of a lack of access to wastewater 
infrastructure may be affecting local economic development.

Prior to this grant in 2013, ACRE partnered with the School of 
Tropical Medicine at Baylor College to explore the correlation 
between untreated wastewater and tropical disease. Local 
residents living at sites with raw sewage on their property 
provided fecal, blood, soil, and groundwater samples. Of 
the stool samples collected, 35.7 percent tested positive for 
Necator americanus, a major species of hookworm. 

In September 2017, the American Journal of Tropical Medicine 
and Hygiene released a peer-reviewed research paper titled 
“Human Intestinal Burden and Poor Sanitation in Rural 
Alabama,” highlighting similar findings as the prior study. In 
this study, stool samples were collected from 55 individuals 
living in Lowndes County (42.4% of whom reported exposure to 
raw sewage in their home). Of these samples, 34.5 percent of 
individuals tested positive for Necator americanus, indicating 
infection is still prevalent within this population

Project Participants and Resources

• Coleman-Flowers, Catherine, The Alabama Center for Rural
Enterprise (ACRE). The ACRE Model for Rural Communities
Final Report. 2015.

• McKenna, McAtee, et al. Human Intestinal Parasite Burden
and Poor Sanitation in Rural Alabama. The American
Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. July 4, 2017.
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Integration of Decentralized Wastewater Management 
Concepts into Urban Centralized Infrastructure

Mobile, Alabama

Grantee: Mobile Area Water and Sewer System (MAWSS)

$1,140,305Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2017

Grantee Purpose: E Evvaluaaluatte the ce the cososts, perfts, performanceormance  
critcriteria,eria, viability viability,, and manag and managemenement of int of inttegregraatingting  
decendecentrtralizalizeed wd wasastteewwaatter iner infrfrasastructurtructure ine intto eo exisxistingting  
cecenntrtralalizized wed wasastteewwaatter iner infrfrasastructurtructure within an urbane within an urban  
arareea.a.  

Proposed Project: In Intteegrgraatte dee decencentrtralizalizeded  
wwasastteewwaatter trer treaeatmentment tt teechnology inchnology intto a ceo a cenntrtralizalizeded  
wwasastteewwaatter ser syyssttem bem by ty taking waking wasastteewwaatteer frr from anom an  
inintterercepcepttor seor sewwerer,, tr treaeating it with loting it with low opew operraationstions  
and mainand maintteenance (O&M) tnance (O&M) technologieechnologies,s, and r and reeusingusing  
thethe e effluenffluent thrt through drip iough drip irrigrrigaation netion near a near a newlywly  
cconsonstructtructeed park.d park.  

Project Overview

The Mobile Area Water and Sewer System (MAWSS), provides
wastewater services to the City of Mobile, Alabama. In 

2004, MAWSS lead an effort to integrate several decentralized 
cluster systems as part of the area’s centralized wastewater 
collection system. Assimilating the two system types became a 
priority for MAWSS because the region had previously suffered 
from insufficient wastewater infrastructure capacity and 
conveyance. The grantee sought ways to minimize wastewater 
volume, thus increasing collection system and treatment system 
capacity. Minimizing wastewater volume also minimized the 
total pollutant load being discharged from privately owned 
treatment works back to receiving streams. To demonstrate the 
feasibility of integrating decentralized wastewater treatment into 
a centralized wastewater system, the grantee diverted 40,000 
gallons per day (gpd) of raw sewage from the Three Mile Creek 
interceptor sewer, treated it with simple O&M technologies 
(described in Technology section), and reused the treated and 
disinfected effluent through drip irrigation into a city park. 

The demonstration project components consisted of the 
following:  

• Three types of treatment technologies;
• Subsurface drip irrigation technology;
• Water quality monitoring;
• Evaluation of reuse; and
• Conducting public education and outreach.

Image 26: Urban cImage 26: Urban community park in Mobile. (Photommunity park in Mobile. (Photo co courtourteessy of City of Mobiley of City of Mobile  
PParkarks and Rs and Recreecreation Deation Departmenpartment)t)

Technology
Following pre-treatment, including the use of a rotary mechanical 
screen to remove solids, oils, and greases, MAWSS treated the 
wastewater to secondary levels. First, the wastewater was treated 
through one of three biological treatment technologies, then 
disinfected using ultraviolet (UV) light, and finally dosed to a 
subsurface drip irrigation system within an urban community park. 
The grantee applied the treated effluent to the shallow surface soil 
via subsurface drip irrigation technology with an effluent loading 
rate to the soil of 0.3 gpd/ft2. UV disinfection of the effluent was 
designed into the system to protect public health. The following 
biological wastewater treatment technologies treated up to 
40,000 GPD each, utilizing 3.1 acres of the park for subsurface drip 
irrigation.
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TTableable 8: W 8: Wasastteewatwater treer treatmenatment t tteechnologiechnologies uses used in this demonsd in this demonstration project.tration project.

BioMicrobics 
RetroFAST TM

• Treats fine screened effluent
• Utilizes multiple treatment units

in one tank
• Ideally suited for smaller

municipalities

Aquapoint BioClereTM • Modified trickling filter over
clarifier, a settling tank that
continuously removes solids

• Natural fixed-film biological
treatment

• Use ranges from residential to
small municipalities

Delta BioPod TM • Wastewater treated through
fixed-film process digesting
biodegradable waste

• Houses engineered plastic
media for biomass growth

• Ideal for commercial use

Costs

Installation, including equipment, costs a total of $1,037,000. 
Power costs were documented and based on design flows. For 
example, the Delta BioPod systems used about three times the 
power due to air blowers than the Aquapoint BioClere system. 
Daily power costs, based on 15,000 GPD, are highlighted below.

$6.34/
day 

$7.60/
day 

$2.08/
day

Delta Bio Pod

Aquapoint 
BioClere

BioMicrobics 
FAST

FigureFigure 5: Cos 5: Costs pets per day of each wasr day of each wastteewatwateer trer treatmenatment tt teechnologychnology..

Monitoring Data
To establish a represent baseline, MAWSS began monitoring 
water quality in the area of the proposed drip irrigation prior to 
construction in the summer of 2004 through 2007. The grantee 
installed five monitoring wells. However, due to the final layout 
of the drip irrigation area, it determined only two wells should 
be sampled on a long-term basis. The grantee analyzed the 
water samples for nitrate, phosphorous, and fecal coliform. The 
grantee concluded the drip irrigation system did not significantly 
impact groundwater quality. 

Influent and effluent samples were collected monthly and 
analyzed for biochemical oxygen demand, total suspended 
solids, ammonia, nitrate, phosphorus, pH, detergents, and 
fecal coliform. Figure 6 illustrates the data collected for effluent 
phosphorus. Data on all sampling parameters including 
groundwater quality can be found in the grantee’s Final Report. 
Overall, all sampling parameters tested from the effluent 
produced results adequate for use in the drip irrigation system. 

FigureFigure 6: E 6: Effluenffluent phosphorus ret phosphorus resulsults fts for all 3 treor all 3 treatmeatmennt st sysystteems,ms, indic indicatingating  
eefflueffluennt net never ever exxcceeeded 15 mg/L.eded 15 mg/L.

Lessons Learned

According to the grantee, the following were lessons learned 
throughout the course of the project:

• A complete raw wastewater characterization is necessary for
properly selecting screening and pumping equipment.

• Proper construction and installation of the subsurface drip
irrigation is critical for its performance. Old driveways and
underground piping in the area disrupted installation in
some areas that may have led to operational problems such
as seeps or leaks.

• The drip irrigation loading rates suggested by manufacturer
literature appeared to be flexible. Ground saturation during
normal operation suggested that a lower, more conservative
loading rate should have been used.

• Screen and pump clogging became problematic due to there
not being an onsite operator. A more robust selection of
equipment was needed.

• The selected treatment technologies were adequate
in producing appropriate effluent quality for use in a
subsurface drip irrigation system.

• Shallow groundwater quality was not shown to be impacted
by the drip irrigation dispersal of secondary effluent on a
continuous basis.
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Present Site Conditions 

The three decentralized wastewater biological treatment units 
are no longer operational in their original locations. These units 
were relocated to the outer reaches of the system service area 
where new sewer and treatment connections were needed. 
The drip irrigation was also discontinued. The demonstration 
project was discontinued because:

• Maintenance costs of the treatment units was higher than
expected, primarily due to pretreatment issues related to
solids in which screens became clogged and pumps were
impacted;

• Drip irrigation saturated soil conditions, causing many leaks
in the system to be detected; and

• Decentralized treatment units were needed elsewhere in
the system.

The park is fully built today. The locality plans to connect 
the park with a linear greenway approximately 10 miles long 
consisting of walkways, bikeways, and more.

Project Participants and Resources
• White, Kevin, MAWSS, Volkert & Associates. Integration of

Decentralized Wastewater Management Concepts into an
Urban ‘Centralized’ Infrastructure in Mobile, Alabama. Final
Report. 2012.

• City of Mobile Parks and Recreations Department of
Engineering

• Kevin White, PhD., University of South Alabama,
Department of Civil Engineering

• Volkert and Associates Inc.
• MAWSS “Our Wastewater System” Webpage: https://www.

mawss.com/education-and-outreach/our-wastewater-
system

https://www.mawss.com/education-and-outreach/our-wastewater-system
https://www.mawss.com/education-and-outreach/our-wastewater-system
https://www.mawss.com/education-and-outreach/our-wastewater-system
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Combating E. coli Through Advanced Onsite 
Wastewater Treatment Systems on the 
Left Fork Watershed

Mud River, 
West Virginia 

Grantee: Lincoln County Commission

$993,486Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2010

Grantee Purpose: Mitig Mitigaatte issuee issues of eles of elevvaatteedd  
lelevveels of ls of Escherichia cEscherichia colioli ( (E. cE. colioli) f) found in locound in localal  
tributtributaries on thearies on the Le Left Fft Fork Work Waatterershed cshed causiausing publicng public  
health rihealth risksks and closurs and closures of loces of local sal swimmiwimming arng areas.eas.                      

Proposed Project: Demons Demonstrtraatte adve advanced onsitanced onsitee  
wwasastteewwaatter trer treaeatmentment st syysstteem tm teechnologiechnologies ts too  
adequaadequattely rely reemomovve e E. cE. coli oli bactbacteria freria from the som the syyssttemem  
eeffluenffluent eliminat eliminating surfting surface wace waatteer impacts.r impacts.    

Project Overview

In the 1980’s, Lincoln County, West Virginia, finalized plans to
create an artificial lake by making a dam where the Mud and 

the Left Fork Rivers join. The county set aside a total of 44 acres 
for development and installed a swimming area and dock in the 
1990s. In 1998, the water in the lake had turned red. After water 
sampling, a definitive cause remained unknown; however, the 
county previously closed the swimming area on multiple occasions 
due to elevated levels of E. coli present in the nearby tributaries 
and main fork.

The elevated levels sparked an interest in wastewater treatment 
throughout the community, prompting the Lincoln County 
Commission, with help from West Virginia University (WVU) and 
the WVU Lincoln County Extension Office, to apply for this grant 
funding. Residents became involved in the process by participating 
in numerous meetings and engaging with the local university. 

This project achieved the following:

• Installed new advanced wastewater treatment systems for 40
homes within the watershed;

• Continually monitored and sampled discharge effluent on
specific sites with new wastewater systems and at tributary
points;

•

Image 27: PImage 27: Peat seat sysysttem insem insttallation. (Photallation. (Photo co courtourtesesy of Lincy of Lincoln Counoln County ty 
GoGovernmenvernment)t)

Prepared and disseminated reports, and presented at national
and state workshops highlighting project activities, findings,
lessons learned, and suggestions for improvement; and

• Prepared and distributed educational flyers to help residents
better understand wastewater systems.

Technology

This project featured a variety of different advanced wastewater 
treatment technologies installed between 2007 and 2010. A 
majority of sites selected used peat-based technologies. Of the 40 
new systems installed, 12 were in-ground systems and 28 were 
direct discharge with final disinfection via ultraviolet (UV) light 
prior to final discharge. Most of the systems were direct discharge 
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due to poor soil and lot size limitations. Table 9 outlines the 
varying types of advanced decentralized technologies used by the 
grantee.
TTableable 9: Descrip 9: Description of stion of sysystteems used in this dems used in this demonsmonstration project.tration project.  

Puraflo Peat System

Premier Tech 
Ecoflo Peat System

Quanics 
Synthetic Media 

System

Microfast 
Synthetic Media 

System 

Eljen Geotextile 
System 

Sand Filter System 

Bio-filter system treating effluent 
through peat fiber media rendering 
effluent suitable for reuse

Attached growth pre-treatment 
system that reduces contaminants 
and nutrients before discharge into 
soil

Bio-filter systems using tank 
containing media such as foam cubes 
for treating effluent

Aerobic, fixed film packed bed 
reactor with fully submerged media 
acting as fixed activated sludge 
treatment
System that pretreats effluent with 
patented two-stage Bio-MatTM 
process

For homes with limited land, a sand 
filter allowing effluent to drain 
through a sand bed rather than 
drainfield

Costs

The grantee’s final report outlined the individual costs of the 40 
systems installed throughout the course of this grant. Costs for 
each system ranged from: 

FigureFigure 7: Lis 7: List of lot of loww‐‐ccosost tt to higho high‐‐ccosost st sysystteems insms insttalled.alled.  

$10,992
$26,550

$3,411
Average 
System 

Low-Cost 
System

High-Cost 
System

The total cost for the systems was $439,693.52 with an average 
cost of slightly under $11,000 per system, as indicated above.

Monitoring Results

The grantee took water samples at 18 different tributary sampling 
points over nine separate dates in 2005-2006 under a variety of 
conditions. Of the combined 162 different samples, 64 percent 
were over the acceptable E. coli limit of 200 colonies per 100 
milliliters (mL). These results helped the grantee determine 
which homes within the watershed would receive new advanced 
wastewater systems. 

The grantee later changed the sampling locations to be closer 
to the actual systems. Between 2008 and 2010, the grantee 
continuously sampled 11 different sites. One of the sampling 
points, which included seven adjacent homes with newly installed 
advanced systems, showed consistently lower levels of E. coli than 
anywhere else in the watershed. This indicated the installation of 
advanced wastewater systems improved the bacterial health of 
local tributaries. 

The project also provided sampling of the direct discharge effluent 
from the new wastewater systems. E. coli along with biological 
oxygen demand, total suspended solids, and fecal coliform were 
monitored at 12 different direct discharge sites. Almost all of the 
systems sampled had favorable results leading to acceptable E. coli 
levels. 

Lessons Learned

The Lincoln County Commission concluded advanced wastewater 
systems, when installed correctly and in contiguous homes, can 
decrease bacterial levels in local tributaries. They determined 
the impact of wastewater projects improves when residents felt 
as equal decision-making partners in the wastewater projects, 
and that local communities also gain important leadership and 
decision-making skills in this process.

The grantee noted trainings and conversations among county 
sanitarians and local wastewater installers, as well as the 
involvement of state regulatory agencies helped raise awareness, 
increased collaboration, and contributed to project success. 
They also determined when trainings occurred at the community 
level for sanitarians, installers, and homeowners, problems 
with wastewater systems decreased and effective maintenance 
increased. Prior to this demonstration project, West Virginia had 
no state laws requiring wastewater system installers to receive 
continuing education in order to keep their licenses. This has since 
changed.

The grantee surmised systems’ high prices and high maintenance 
requirements proved difficult for rural and low-income 
communities. It concluded there is a need for more research and 
development of systems that are more affordable and have less 
complex technology. Finally, it felt that permitted direct discharge 
systems needed to have their final effluent monitored to ensure 
systems properly decrease bacteria concentration.
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Project Extension Post-EPA Funding
Although the EPA-funded grant project concluded in 2010, the 
West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection funded the 
project to continue through the end of 2015. 

• The Lincoln County Commission continued to be the recipient
of all funds and managed all projects.

• An additional 77 homes received new advanced wastewater
systems bringing the total to 117 homes.

• At the end of the project in 2015, the average cost for each
system was $23,445.

Throughout all phases of the project, homeowners did not have 
to contribute funds. The Lincoln County Commission provided all 
funding to homeowners through grants.

Present Site Conditions

The grantee completed the project in 2015. Recent updates 
include: 

• Since 2016, West Virginia has required monitoring of direct
discharge once every five years for homeowners to keep their
NPDES permits.

• A devastating flood occurred in June 2016. Nineteen homes
that received new septic systems from this project incurred
major system damage. Despite being in the Federal Disaster
Declaration Area, project administrators reported funding
was not provided to repair or replace these systems. Some of
these systems are still in use despite continued impacts from
the flood damage.

• In 2017, West Virginia changed its state law to require
wastewater system installers to receive continuing education
to keep their licenses.

• Public water became available in 2017. Prior to public water,
there were many instances of opaque, viscous substances in
septic system effluent filters linked to higher than acceptable
E. coli levels. The grantee noted the houses that converted to
public water no longer had issues with system performance
and hypothesized mineralization of well water might be to
blame.

• Many of the systems with a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit failed to meeting pH level
requirements. The grantee found the primary culprit was a
certain type of peat filter system that does not meet NSF-40
standards. West Virginia does not approve these particular
systems without NSF-40 certification, and it is unknown
why they were selected and installed. As of mid-2017, this
problem had not been resolved.

• Funding is no longer available to continue the monitoring
program. Sampling system effluent was highly beneficial and
was the most important driver in the project’s initial success.

Project Participants and Resources

• Lincoln County Commission. Alternative Wastewater
Demonstration Project: Left Fork Watershed of the Mud River
Final Report (Phase 1 – EPA Project). Final Report. December
2004 – February 2010. https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/
files/2015-06/documents/mudriverwv_finalreport.pdf

• Phase 2 Report (February 2010 – February 2011)
• Phase 3 Report (April 2011 – May 2012)
• Ric MacDowell, Project Director, WVU Extension: https://

www.epa.gov/wv/high-tech-systems-help-low-income-
families-deal-sewage-problems

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/mudriverwv_finalreport.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/mudriverwv_finalreport.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/wv/high-tech-systems-help-low-income-families-deal-sewage-problems
https://www.epa.gov/wv/high-tech-systems-help-low-income-families-deal-sewage-problems
https://www.epa.gov/wv/high-tech-systems-help-low-income-families-deal-sewage-problems
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

Restoring Urban Watersheds Using Green 
Infrastructure Practices

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Grantee: Pennsylvania Water Department

$942,750Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2009

Grantee Purpose: Addr Addreess the grss the groowing challengwing challengeess  
of sof sttormormwwaatteer runoff and wr runoff and waatteer pollution in urbanr pollution in urban  
ccommunities,ommunities, which ha which havvee bee been en exxacerbaacerbatted bed by any an  
incrincreasing populaeasing population and impertion and impervious surfvious surfaceaces.s.

Proposed Project: Demons Demonstrtraatte the ee the effffectivectiveenessness  
of grof greeen inen infrfrasastructurtructure pilot pre pilot projeojects on the urbancts on the urban  
wwaatteerrshed and eshed and evvaluaaluattee the the pr projeojects’cts’ s sttakakeholdereholder  
accepaccepttance and wance and waatterershed-baseshed-based lifd life cye cycle ccle cosostt  
analyanalysis.sis.

Project Overview

The Pennsylvania Water Department, the grantee, collaborated
with the City of Philadelphia, the Philadelphia Water 

Department (PWD), and various project participants (see Project 
Participants and Resources section for full list) on a comprehensive 
stormwater management plan to utilize green infrastructure 
methods to retrofit and enhance the city’s stormwater system. 

Green infrastructure refers to the management of wet weather 
flows using systems or practices that mimic natural processes that 
result in the infiltration, evapotranspiration, or use of stormwater 
to protect water quality and associated aquatic habitat. In the 
past, stormwater management involved quickly conveying 
stormwater away from where it landed. Green infrastructure 
practices, on the other hand, manage stormwater on site by 
soaking stormwater into the ground surface and slowing the flow. 

This demonstration grant project utilized a multi-practice 
stormwater management approach using green infrastructure 
practices to reduce water consumption and stormwater runoff. 
These practices, installed throughout the city, included a 
detention/infiltration system, green roofs, a roof runoff collection-
reuse system, a 50,000-gallon cistern, sidewalks draining to 
vegetated areas, permeable pavers, grass swales, interior rain 
gardens, trench drains, and permeable pavement. The results of 
implementation of these practices reduced water consumption, 
runoff, and non-point sources. The grantee divided this 
demonstration project into five individual projects outlined.

Image 28: ExImage 28: Exampleample of perme of permeable paveable pavememennts fts for increor increaseased groundwatd groundwaterer  
rerecharge rather than surfcharge rather than surfacacee wat wateer runoff in an urbanizr runoff in an urbanizeed area. (Photd area. (Photoo  
ccourtourteessy of EPy of EPA)A)

Project 1: Mill Creek Public Housing Redevelopment 

The grantee created the city’s first-of-its-kind hybridized 
sewer system at Mill Creek Public Housing Redevelopment. 
The city constructed this system as part of a 20-acre housing 
redevelopment project in West Philadelphia. This hybrid of 
existing combined sewers and separate storm sewers, along with 
an innovative detention/infiltration system, offered an economical 
balance between total sewer separation and reuse of the existing 
infrastructure system. Construction began in mid-2004 and was 
completed at the end of 2005.
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Monitoring: PWD established a monitoring program in 2008. The 
grantee concluded the project was functioning as intended to 
attenuate wet weather peaks; however, in doing so, the pipe was 
found to hold and slow draining stormwater after storm events. 

Costs: Nearly half of the EPA grant funds ($500,000) were used for 
this portion of the project. The grantee and its partners matched the 
funds with an additional $982,676. 

Lessons Learned: The grantee originally conceived and designed the 
project to allow infiltration of stormwater. Because the facility was 
located partially within the groundwater during certain times of the 
year, this project functions mainly as a detention or slow-release 
system. Monitoring indicates the pipe is most likely collecting and 
slowly conveying groundwater into the combined sewer system at 
times when the groundwater table is particularly high. 

At the close of this project, PWD was working on a plan for 
additional stormwater management with a concept to utilize surface 
conveyance and treatment via vegetated swales and rain gardens 
integrated into a new park design. 

Project 2: School of the Future Green Roof and 
Stormwater Flush Toilet

This project highlighted sustainable stormwater management 
technologies that can be economically incorporated into the 
design of institutional buildings. A new high school located in West 
Philadelphia was completed in 2006 and received a Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold rating. Approximately 
10 percent of the school’s roof is covered in vegetation and the 
grantee installed a roof runoff collection/reuse system. The roof 
runoff collects rainwater in a 50,000-gallon cistern to be used 
for toilet flushing. Other features include sidewalks that drain to 
vegetated areas, permeable pavers, and vegetated swales in parking 
lots. 

Costs: $165,000 of the EPA grant funds were used for this portion of 
the project. The grantee and its partners matched the funds with an 
additional $219,250.

Lessons Learned: The grantee found weed growth, which inhibits 
the desired vegetation. After green roof plant material filled in, the 
incidence of weeds subsided; however, the school district monitors 
for weed growth regularly.

Image 29: Diagram of a greeImage 29: Diagram of a green roofn roof..

The potable reuse cistern was successful, though the initial design 
utilized ozone disinfection, which proved difficult to maintain. The 
school district switched to a simpler chlorine disinfection method. 
Since the project was implemented, 11 additional district schools 
were renovated using similar sustainable methods.

Project 3: Traffic Triangle Stormwater Demonstration 

This project redesigned a traffic triangle in West Philadelphia to 
direct roadway stormwater into green infrastructure practices. The 
project could serve as an example for the city when streets are built 
or reconstructed.

Construction began in October 2006 and completed just two months 
later. The city installed three trench drains to divert road runoff into 
two interconnected rain gardens. A rise was installed in the bottom 
garden to ensure that water pools to a minimum of six inches before 
it is conveyed into the combined sewer system. This system was 
sized to provide management of the first 1.5 inches of rain. 

Costs: The grantee used $52,750 of the EPA grant funds for this 
project. The grantee and its partners matched the funds with an 
additional $23,122. 

Lessons Learned: The grantee found the location of the rain 
garden to be problematic. Shortly after project completion, the 
rain garden was damaged due to a car accident. This happened 
two additional times. The city installed reflectors and painted the 
curb with highly visible paint to better alert drivers of the changes, 
which alleviated the problem. The site also collected litter, requiring 
frequent maintenance and clean-up. The site functions well with 
the stormwater management features with no loss of infiltration 
capacity after over three years of operation. 
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Project 4: Herron Playground Stormwater 
Demonstration

This project utilized green infrastructure practices in Herron 
Playground, located in a neighborhood with a combined sewer 
system. The grantee constructed an infiltration system as part of 
an overall reconstruction of the playground to manage both onsite 
and offsite runoff from adjacent streets. The basketball court was 
resurfaced with porous asphalt and the stone storage bed beneath 
the court was expanded to provide additional storage for runoff 
via a new stormwater catch basin. Construction began in June 
2008 and completed in May 2009. 

Costs: $175,000 of the EPA grant funds were used for this project. 
The grantee and its partners matched the funds with an additional 
$1,358,962.

Lessons Learned: While the overall project included some specific 
stormwater management considerations to meet regulatory 
requirements, the city recognized additional opportunities to 
add green infrastructure while reconstructing the basketball 
court and managing offsite runoff. This was an opportunity for 
the Philadelphia Department of Recreation to partner with PWD, 
which spurred the creation of PWD’s Green Open Space program 
(now called Green Parks program) in which PWD examined parks 
and recreation sites as potential stormwater management zones. 
Since project completion, Herron Playground has been a featured 
site in several green infrastructure management tours and was 
featured in a local educational video.

Project 5: Edens Lost and Found Public Television 
Special

Edens Lost and Found is a multi-part PBS series highlighting 
practical solutions to improve environmental conditions and 
quality of life in cities. The documentary focused on four cities, 
including Philadelphia, which highlighted the West Philadelphia 
community’s green infrastructure practices as a means for 
stormwater management within the community. 

This project included a companion book, regional action guides, 
and a website to encourage collaboration in finding a solution in 
their own communities. The Philadelphia film was broadcast on 
PBS beginning on May 2005 and released for purchase on DVD in 
2006.

Costs: $50,000 of the EPA grant funds were used for this project. 
There was no local match.   

Image 30: DImage 30: DVD cVD coover of PBSver of PBS’’ E Ededens Losns Lost and Ft and Found Philadeound Philadelphia Special. (Photlphia Special. (Photoo  
ccourtourteessy of PBS)y of PBS)

Present Status

In 2011, PWD adopted the Green City, Clean Waters program, 
Philadelphia’s plan to reduce stormwater pollution entering its 
combined sewer system through the use of green infrastructure. 
EPA and the City of Philadelphia joined in a partnership in 2012 
to advance green infrastructure for urban wet weather pollution 
control, a partnership still in place today. The Green City, Clean 
Waters program continues to thrive and serves as a leading 
national example of how green infrastructure practices can 
transform the living landscape of an urbanized area. 

Project Participants and Resources

• U.S. EPA Green Infrastructure Program: https://www.epa.gov/
green-infrastructure

• Restoring Urban Watersheds in Philadelphia using 
Decentralized Water Resources Management Final Technical
Report

• Philadelphia Water Department: https://water.phila.gov/
• Mill Creek Public Housing Redevelopment Authority
• Philadelphia School District
• Pennsylvania Horticultural Society and University Green

Center
• Philadelphia Department of Recreation

https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure
https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure
https://water.phila.gov/
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

Improved Stormwater Runoff Pollution through Green 
Infrastructure and Decentralized Wastewater Technologies

Prince George’s County, 
Maryland  Grantee: Prince George’s County Government

$993,500Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2016

Grantee Purpose: Cr Creeaattee a c a cosostt-e-effffectivectivee and and  
sussusttainableainable s sttormormwwaatteer managr managemenement plan in Princet plan in Prince  
GeGeororgge’e’s Couns County tty to eo ensurnsure a re a reduction in nonpoineduction in nonpointt  
soursource pollution frce pollution from sitom sitee runoff runoff..

Proposed Project: Utiliz Utilize gre greeeen inn infrfrasastructurtructuree  
ttechnologies and a deechnologies and a denitrifnitrifying decenying decentrtralizalizeedd  
wwasastteewwaatter trer treaeatmentment st syysstteem in enm in envirvironmenonmenttallyally  
sensitivsensitive are areas,eas, highligh highlighting cting cosost et effffectivective measure measurees ts too  
rreetrtrofit eofit exisxisting inting infrfrasastructurtructure te to impro improovvee s sttormormwwaatteerr  
managmanageememennt and wt and wasastteewwaatteer trr treeaatmetmennt.t.    

Project Overview

The stormwater management program in Prince George’s
County, Maryland, protects and enhances the county’s 

natural and built environments to improve the quality of life for 
its residents. To protect public health and the environment, the 
Prince George’s County Government received a grant, which 
provided funding for six green infrastructure projects. The 
grantee designated the implementation of each project to the 
public and private sectors to use green infrastructure practices 
or innovative decentralized wastewater treatment. Stakeholder 
involvement from the start bolstered community support 
and helped prevent “not in my backyard” reactions which are 
common to these types of projects.

The grantee’s project objectives were to: 

• Provide a cost-effective, innovative approach to urban
stormwater management retrofit and redevelopment;

• Develop a multifunctional, dual wastewater and
stormwater management pilot scheme;

• Institute a public outreach and education program for local
officials, water sector professionals, and the general public
on wastewater and stormwater issues; and

• Demonstrate measurable success of the project
components.

This grant project summary focuses on one of the six projects 
funded from the grant. The Brown Station Road project 

Image 31: Aerial map of BroImage 31: Aerial map of Brown Stwn Station Ration Road sitoad site. (Phote. (Photo co courtourteessy of they of the final final  
grangrantteeee re report)port)

implemented a decentralized wastewater treatment system 
and green infrastructure practices. The Brown Station Road 
site is located at the County’s Department of Corrections 
Community Service Facility in Upper Marlboro. The final report 
provides more information on the other five projects: Granville 
Gude Park, Montpelier Mansion, Laurel High School, Laurel 
Volunteer Fire Station #10, and Patuxent River 4-H Center.
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Technology 

This project featured various green infrastructure technologies, 
such as rainwater harvesting systems, permeable pavement, 
and bioretention facilities and a new high-efficiency nutrient 
removal decentralized wastewater treatment system. In 
addition, the grantee utilized solar panels to power the 
decentralized system. The new decentralized system included 
the following major components:

• M550D SeptiTech unit, an advanced decentralized
treatment system with an upgraded dosing panel,

• 1,500-gallon septic tank,
• Duplex discharge system, and
• Annual inspection and reporting program.

The county considered other decentralized wastewater 
systems, but selected the M550D SeptiTech system based on 
technical and performance factors including onsite conditions. 
Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE) approved 
this system as a high-efficiency septic system with added 
denitrification and a reported average total nitrogen removal 
capability of 67 percent. In addition, this system handles a wide 
range of wastewater flows without reducing the overall system 
efficiency.

The wastewater from the facility is discharged to a primary 
holding tank before flowing to the SeptiTech treatment tank 
where the nitrogen, phosphorus, biological oxygen demand 
(BOD), and total suspended solids (TSS) are reduced. The 
treated effluent is then discharged into a 130-foot-long 
by 4-foot-deep drainfield, where it seeps into the soil for 
further treatment. The system contains a programmable 
logic controller that can automatically adjust to periods of 
intermittent use. This feature includes a minimal power setting 
to keep biological culture alive and a hibernation mode after 
long periods of no flow. 

Costs

The design, planning, and construction cost a total of $305,410: 
$89,736 for the wastewater system and $215,674 for the 
stormwater best management practices (BMPs), which included 
the rain barrels, permeable pavement, and bioretention 
facilities. Estimated total operations and maintenance (O&M) 
costs are $2,800 annually: $600 per BMP for the stormwater 
system, not including the rain barrels, plus an additional $1,000 
for the wastewater system. 

Monitoring Data

The grantee conducted water quality monitoring at the Brown 
Station Road project to better understand the efficacy of 
the wastewater treatment system with respect to nutrient 
reduction. The grantee monitored two monthly sample 
collections at the treatment tank effluent and the dosing 

tank effluent and discharge points. Monitoring occurred in 
June, July, and November of 2015. The first sampling event 
delivered the highest rate of nitrogen removal of 44 percent; 
however, this was lower than expected based on the average 
system performance of 67 percent of total nitrogen removal. 
The results of the second and third sampling events found 21 
percent and 13 percent of total nitrogen removal, respectively, 
and were considered unacceptable (See 2015 Memorandum). 
The county requested guidance from SeptiTech on ensuring 
the system operates within specifications. A septic system 
contractor conducted a site investigation and determined a 
faulty pump relay was to blame. This pump relay was replaced. 
A final monitoring report from April 2016 indicated total 
nitrogen removal of 85.7 percent, exceeding the average 
nitrogen removal from that particular system (See 2016 
Memorandum). 
TTableable 10: R 10: Results from the firsesults from the first monitt monitoring eoring evevennt,t, June 25, June 25, 2015, 2015, aft after ser sysystteemm  
insinsttallallation.ation.

Parameter Inflow 
(mg/L)

Outflow 
(mg/L)

% 
Reduction

BOD5 (mg/L) 76 7.2 90.5%

TSS (mg/L) 160 85 46.9%

Nitrogen (mg/L) 64 36 43.8%

Phosphorus (mg/L) 4.8 2.5 47.9%

Present Site Conditions

This project is still in operation today. EPA conducted a field trip 
as part of SepticSmart Week 2016 to tour the site.

ImageImage 32: F 32: Formeormer Der Deputy Assisputy Assisttanant Administ Administrattrator for for EPor EPAA’’s Offics Officee of W of Wataterer,, Mik Mikee  
Shapiro (leShapiro (left) and Officft) and Officee Dire Directctor for for EPor EPAA’’s Offics Officee of W of Wasastteewatwateer Manager Managememennt,t,  
AndreAndrew Saww Sawyers (righyers (right) on the sitt) on the sitee t tourour. (Phot. (Photo co courtourteessy of EPy of EPA)A)
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Lessons Learned

The county used a new and innovative high-flow media mix 
for the bioretention facilities at this site. Initially, the grantee 
experienced difficulty locating a vendor to supply the high-
flow media, but eventually identified three sources. Due to 
the limited number of vendors and the specialty nature of 
the mix, the mix costs approximately five times the typical 
bioretention soil mix. This unforeseen problem increased costs 
to the project as a whole, which should be considered in future 
projects using the new high-flow media mix.

Project Participants and Resources

• Prince George’s County Department of the Environment.
National Community Demonstration Project for LID and
Septic Systems in Upper Patuxent River Watershed Final
Technical Report. Final Report. March 2016.

• Tetra Tech. 2015 Memorandum: Brown Station Road LID
and Decentralized Wastewater Treatment Project. 2015.
Prepared for Prince George’s County. Fairfax, VA.

• Tetra Tech. 2016 Memorandum: Brown Station Road LID
and Decentralized Wastewater Treatment Project. 2016.
Prepared for Prince George’s County. Fairfax, VA.

• Anne Arundel County. Upper Patuxent River Watershed
Restoration Action Strategy for Anne Arundel and Prince
George’s Counties, Maryland. 2004. Anne Arundel County,
Office of Environmental & Cultural Resources. Annapolis,
MD.

• Maryland Department of the Environment. Maryland
Stormwater Design Manual, Volumes I and II. 2009.
Baltimore, MD. https://mde.maryland.gov/programs/
water/stormwatermanagementprogram/pages/
stormwater_design.aspx

https://mde.maryland.gov/programs/water/stormwatermanagementprogram/pages/stormwater_design.aspx
https://mde.maryland.gov/programs/water/stormwatermanagementprogram/pages/stormwater_design.aspx
https://mde.maryland.gov/programs/water/stormwatermanagementprogram/pages/stormwater_design.aspx
https://mde.maryland.gov/programs/water/stormwatermanagementprogram/pages/stormwater_design.aspx 
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

Advanced Decentralized Wastewater Treatment 
Technologies at the Skaneateles Lake Watershed

Skaneateles Lake, 
New York

Grantee: City of Syracuse

Grant Amount: $665,095 Year Completed: 2009

Grantee Purpose: Demons Demonstrtraatte the usee the use of of  
ccommeommerrcially acially avvailable advailable advanceanced decend decentrtralizalizeedd  
wwasastteewwaatter trer treaeatmentment st syysstteems ams at lakt lakeefrfronont prt propeopertiesrties  
tto ro reeplace cplace cononvveenntional septional septic stic syyssttems,ems, which do which do  
not meenot meet rt regulaegulattorory drinking wy drinking waatteer sr sttandarandards due tds due too  
challechallenging tnging topogropographaphy and soil cy and soil conditions.onditions.  

Proposed Project: R Reeplace fplace failing cailing cononvveenntionaltional  
sepseptic stic syyssttems with cems with cosost et efficiefficiennt prt pre-ee-engineerngineereded  
enhanced trenhanced treaeatmetmennt units (ETUs) and crt units (ETUs) and creaeatte ane an  
oovveerrsighsight managt managemenement plan,t plan, support supporteed bd by ry reegulagulattororyy  
enenffororcemecemennt, tt, to eo ensurnsuree the the long-t long-teerm success ofrm success of  
advadvanced sepanced septic stic syyssttems.ems.

Project Overview

Skaneateles Lake is a critical drinking water source for the City of 
Syracuse (grantee) in New York. The lake provides an unfiltered 

water supply for over 250,000 residents. The grantee reported 
that many lakefront properties’ septic systems in the watershed 
were failing and polluting the lake due to improper installation, 
age, and/ or lack of maintenance. Installing conventional septic 
systems that function properly has been challenging for properties 
in the watershed. Much of the lake’s shoreline is steeply sloped 
with poorly draining soils and slow permeability. To remedy these 
concerns, the grantee constructed efficient and cost-effective 
advanced decentralized wastewater treatment systems on 
selected properties with challenging site conditions. 

The four main objectives of the demonstration grant project were 
to:

• Identify and replace failing and inadequate septic systems
along the lakefront with a variety of alternative treatment
systems, and then evaluate their performance;

• Develop a uniform regulatory framework for all jurisdictions 
within the watershed;

• Promote awareness, education, and training for wastewater
professionals, as well as homeowners and the community;
and

• Meet effluent concentration standards for biological oxygen
demand (BOD) and total suspended solids of 10 mg/L and
significantly reduce total and fecal coliform at the down
gradient hydraulic boundary of each property.

Image 33: Home on SkImage 33: Home on Skaneaneatateeles Lakles Lakee. (Phot. (Photo co courtourteessy of the final grany of the final grantteeee  
rereport)port)

Technology

The grantee selected 19 sites with varied topography, usages, 
soil characteristics, and challenges to technology. They installed 
a variety of commercially available decentralized systems 
throughout the sites. They determined the most-effective system 
type based on the criteria above, while also factoring in each 
system’s cost efficiency, ability to treat effluent in-tank, proven 
record of performance, and ease of maintenance. See Table 12 for 
the types of advanced onsite wastewater treatment systems used.
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TTableable 11: Commercially available 11: Commercially available de decceenntraliztralizeed wasd wastteewatwateer treatmenr treatmentt  
ttechnologies useechnologies used fd for the individual granor the individual grantteee projects.e projects.

Premier Tech Env. Eco-
pure/Peat Filter and 

Drip Dispersal

Uses fungi and peat moss to time-
dose effluent into a mound

Premier Tech Env. Ecof-
lo/Peat Filter and Drip 

Dispersal            

36-48 hour residence time on the
peat for effluent then disperses into
a 15’ x 20’ sand pad

White Knight 
Treatment System 

Microbial inoculator generator 
oxygenates tank and breeds 
microorganisms resulting in complete 
consumption of organic materials

NORWECO-ATU Unit 
and Drip Dispersal

Contains a clarification chamber 
where wastewater gets chlorinated 
and dechlorinated and discharged 
into a 500-gallon pump tank to a 
dispersal field

Orenco Systems Inc./
Advantex with 

Bottomless Sand Filter 
and Drip Dispersal

Septage is recirculated 5 times and 
remaining effluent is pumped to 
dispersal fields

Eljen Trench Uses in-drains, creating vertical 
infiltration surfaces which reduce 
land requirements by 50% 

Uses an aerobic treatment process Premier Tech Textile/
Peat Filter and 

Conventional Trench
where effluent flows to a peat filter 
and discharges to a 500-gallon 
concrete dry well

Quanics/Aero Cell 
Trickling Filter

Fixed-film media installed on top 
of the OWTS that pretreats before 
effluent discharges into subsurface 
trenches 

Effluent Dispersal 
Systems

Drip lines made of polyethylene         
tubing coated in antibacterial lining  
installed 6 to 10 inches below the 
surface

Monitoring Data

Performance evaluations were based on sampling and analysis for 
BOD, fecal coliform, total nitrogen, and phosphorus. The grantee 
collected effluent samples from the systems before and after 
each unit process on a monthly basis for at least one year using 
sampling wells, lysimeter, or other sampling mechanisms. 

 T Tableable 12: 12: A Aveverage percrage percenent ret reduction of sample parameduction of sample parametters.ers.

Advanced 
Treatment
Technology

Percent (%) Reduction 

Fecal 
Coliform

Total 
Nitrogen

BOD
Phos-
phorus

Costs

Premier Tech 
Env-Peat Filter 90 86 0 <10 $18,546

Premier Tech 
Env. Ecopure - 
Peat Filter and 
Drip dispersal

74 88 37 <10 $30,000

Premier Tech 
Env. - Ecopure 
Peat Filter and 
Conventional 
Trench

96 99 67 <10 $28,029

Premier Tech 
Env. Ecopure - 
Peat Filter and 
Drip dispersal

85 47 34 <10 $30,000

Bord na Mona- 
Bottom Draining 
Peat Filter

97 100 66 <10 $28,028

Bord na Mona- 
Bottom Draining 
Peat Filter

97 95 38 <10 $25,546

White Knight 
Treatment System 81 98 29 <10 N/A

NORWECO-ATU 
Unit and Drip 
Irrigation

- - - - $8,000

Orenco Systems 
Inc. - Advantex
with Bottomless 
Sand Filter

91 99 84 <10 $32,842

Orenco Systems 
Inc. - Advantex
with Bottomless 
Sand Filter

92 99 52 <10 $32,842

Eljen Trench 97 100 83 <10 $24,553

Premier Tech 
Textile/ Peat 
Filter and 
Conventional 
trench

77 98 62 <10 $36,724
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 T Tableable 12: 12: A Aveverage percrage percenent ret reduction of sample parameduction of sample parametters,ers, c conontinued.tinued.

Advanced 
Treatment
Technology

Percent (%) Reduction Costs

BOD
Fecal 
Coliform

Total 
Nitrogen

Phos-
phorus

Orenco Textile 
Filter and 
Bottomless Sand 
Filter

70 94 10 <10 $14,844

Quanics - Aero 
cell Trickling Filter

47 90 53.1 <10 $20,902

The performance of these nineteen systems led the grantee to 
conclude advanced wastewater treatment technologies with final 
dispersal systems can effectively remove BOD, total and fecal 
coliform, total nitrogen, and phosphorus.

Lessons Learned
The grantee completed the demonstration grant project 
without any major delays. Updated regulations on treatment 
systems helped expedite the transition from conventional to 
advanced decentralized wastewater treatment systems. The 
grant project established a monitoring program for one year 
after the installation of the advanced treatment units, which 
allowed for the systems to be assessed for seasonal changes. The 
city developed a long-term system operation and maintenance 
program with homeowners who participated in the demonstration 
grant project. The management program requires tracking of 
system performance to promote better system performance, 
environmental protection, and an extended system life. The 
grantee also found having well established onsite wastewater 
treatment equipment manufacturers participate in the project 
improved documentation.

Present Conditions

The grantee reports that there have been no major failures at 
any sites where the new advanced decentralized systems were 
installed to date. The demonstration site continues to be used to 
inform updated policies and regulations among local jurisdictions. 
The Skaneateles Lake watershed regulatory authorities now 
require replacement systems that cannot meet new construction 
standards have an advanced treatment component. The Syracuse 
Department of Water continues to track the maintenance records 
for each of the demonstration sites, which continue to meet 
performance standards. 

Since installation of these systems and the end of project funding 
in 2006, the New York Onsite Wastewater Treatment Training 

Image 34: Map of SkImage 34: Map of Skaneaneatateleeles Laks Lake Grane Grant Project Tt Project Tours. (Photours. (Photo co courtourtesesy of they of the  
final granfinal grantteeee re report)port)

Network has held an annual two-day workshop serving as an 
outreach and training tool through field tours and an onsite 
training event. The onsite event highlights the challenging 
waterfront sites in the Skaneateles Lake Watershed and the ETUs 
installed at each site. The grantee indicated one of the greatest 
benefits of this program is demonstrating the numerous treatment 
options to local design professionals who are routinely contacted 
by homeowners to provide system replacement plans. Both 
wastewater treatment professionals and homeowners mutually 
benefit from this mutual information sharing. Image 34 illustrates 
a map with some of the demonstration grant project sites. 

Project Participants and Resources

• Murdock, E. E. Skaneateles Lake Demonstration Project Case
Study Report. Final Report. 2010. https://www.epa.gov/sites/
default/files/2015-06/documents/skaneatelesny_final-report.
pdf

• New York Onsite Wastewater Treatment Training Network
Annual Two-Day workshop: https://otnny.org/training-
descriptions

• Cayuga County
• Cortland County
• Onondaga County
• City of Syracuse

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/skaneatelesny_final-report.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/skaneatelesny_final-report.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/skaneatelesny_final-report.pdf
https://otnny.org/training-descriptions
https://otnny.org/training-descriptions
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

Use of Stormwater Management Techniques in a 
Residential Suburb 

South Burlington, 
Vermont

Grantee: City of South Burlington

Grant Amount: $1,500,000 Year Completed: 2014

Grantee Purpose: Impr Improovvee the the w waatteer quality of ther quality of the  
impairimpaired Ped Pototash Brash Brook Wook Waatterersheshed dued due t to poor cityo poor city  
ssttormormwwaatteer managr manageememennt ct causing harmausing harmful algful algaeae  
blooms frblooms from eom exxcessivcessive phosphorus loadie phosphorus loading tng to neo nearbarbyy  
LakLake Champlain.e Champlain.    

Proposed Project: Ins Instituttitute se sttormormwwaatter manager manageememenntt  
ttechniques specific techniques specific to suburban seo suburban settings tttings to mitigo mitigaattee  
ununtrtreaeatteed sd sttormormwwaatteer runoffr runoff..

Project Overview

The City of South Burlington is located in northwestern
Vermont on the eastern shores of Lake Champlain in 

Chittenden County. The City of South Burlington, the grantee, 
identified stormwater impaired streams within the city’s 
boundaries that were causing water quality issues such as 
algal blooms in Lake Champlain. The city received this grant in 
2003 to demonstrate stormwater management techniques in 
a typical suburban setting. Vermont’s first stormwater utility in 
2005 grew from the South Burlington community’s collective 
commitment to addressing these problems. This grant project 
complements the decentralized wastewater demonstration 
grant project in the neighboring Town of Colchester, Vermont. 

Rapid growth and housing and commercial development 
in Chittenden County overwhelmed wastewater treatment 
systems, which led to impacts to local streams and Lake 
Champlain. To preserve and improve the water quality, the city 
implemented a multifaceted strategy including:  

• Increased public education;
• Improved land development regulation;
• Increased water quality monitoring; and
• Stormwater management demonstration projects.

Image 35: TImage 35: Treatreated sed sttormormwatwater discharging from a reer discharging from a retrofit detrofit dettenention pond.tion pond.  
(Phot(Photo co courtourteessy of they of the final gran final grantteeee re report)port)

Stormwater Technologies 

The city completed construction of a large-scale stormwater 
demonstration project in the neighborhood of Butler 
Farms. This residential subdivision was chosen because the 
property line between houses runs along a highly channelized 
tributary stream that flows to Lake Champlain. The following 
technologies were implemented to improve water quality and 
to address localized flooding. 
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TTableable 13: St 13: Stormormwatwater managemeer managemennt tt teechnologies used in this demonschnologies used in this demonstrationtration  
projeproject.ct.

Rain Garden • Two rain gardens installed
• Grant funds used to pay for

design

Buffer Planting • Stream buffer plantings
installed on the tributary

• Reduced erosion, filters runoff,
reduces stream temperatures,
and provides stream protection

Stormwater 
Detention Pond 

Retrofit

• Existing ponds expanded to
accommodate more water

• Pond outlet structures
modified to provide different
discharge rates for different
storm events

Elimination of 
Streambank Erosion

• Regraded streambank,
vegetative planting, and stone
reinforcement to stabilize
streambank

Creation of Floodplain • Large unused lot converted to
floodplain

• Stream improved so as water
rose it could access the
floodplain

Grant Project Accomplishments

The city reported implementation of the first known use of 
multi-spectral imagery as the basis for determining impervious 
surface and associated stormwater utility fees. 

The grantee also developed watershed models for multiple 
watersheds. These models predict the impact of management 
activities in the watershed. The city used this information to 
update its Land Development Regulations (LDRs). In cases of 
over half an acre of impervious area, the first 0.9 inches of rain 
are required to be infiltrated or detained. The LDRs also included 
flow rate requirements during the 1 year, 24-hour storm, which 
amounts to 2.1 inches.

The city improved residents’ understanding of stormwater 
impacts through public meetings throughout the process. The 
grantee also improved access to educational and regulatory 
information online.

Image 36: Floodplain area direImage 36: Floodplain area directly aftctly afteer cr consonstruction and plantruction and planting of nativeting of native tree tree  
and shrub specieand shrub species. (Phots. (Photo co courtourtesesy of the final grany of the final grantteee report)e report)

Monitoring Data

The scope of work for this grant project included water quality 
monitoring initiatives designed to measure the success of the 
installed stormwater technologies. The grantee established 12 
sampling stations to record water quality parameters over the 
course of the project. The city also conducted flow monitoring 
within the local watershed and the Butler Farms neighborhood 
for stream flow and identified progress toward flow reduction 
during and after rain events.  

Project data in 2011 showed steady improvement in stream 
water quality in Potash Brook since the beginning of the grant 
project; however, despite these improvements, the chemical, 
physical, and biological criteria of the Vermont Water Quality 
Standards were not met. The information provided as part of 
this monitoring program assisted in characterizing the condition 
of the watershed as the city moved forward with additional 
stormwater management activities. 

Lessons Learned

This grant project successfully reduced streambank erosion and 
provided improved stormwater treatment and flood control 
measures. While these measures provided water quality 
improvements and flood protection for downstream areas, they 
did not provide adequate flood protection within the residential 
neighborhood during large storm events. 

The city considered various additional projects, such as replacing 
culverts and addressing water flowing into the neighborhood 
from offsite. Those projects did not move forward due to costs, 
access to land, and limited time. In Spring 2013, multiple heavy 
rain events caused significant flooding in the neighborhood 
due to the existing culverts. Soils were so saturated at the time 
that all rainfall became runoff. Water flowing in from offsite 
compounded the problem. The city was aware of these issues 
but unable to address them. 
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Legal challenges associated with stormwater impaired 
watersheds delayed full scale implementation of the stormwater 
treatment technologies. Legal challenges should be addressed 
as early on in the process as possible in order to avoid potential 
barriers to project success. 

Present Site Conditions

The South Burlington Stormwater Utility continues to keep the 
city’s stormwater drainage and treatment systems working 
properly through constant evaluation, maintenance, and 
utilization of new projects. Some of the new projects as of 2017 
included:

• Replacement of culverts to provide sufficient capacity,
allowing the stream to pass under the road to decrease risks
of flooding and increase stream health;

• Creation of a stormwater gravel area to provide flow
reduction to a local brook as well as reduce phosphorus
loading to Lake Champlain; and

• The Village at Dorset Park plans to upgrade the existing
stormwater detention ponds to reduce sediment and
nutrients flowing to Potash Brook, which will help prevent
erosion of streambanks and reduce the risk of downstream
flooding.

Project Participants and Resources

• City of South Burlington
• University of Vermont, Redesigning the American

Neighborhood Project
• South Burlington Stormwater Utility. South Burlington

Stormwater Demonstration Project. Final Report. 2014.
• South Burlington Stormwater Utility Website: www.

sburlstormwater.com
• Regional Stormwater Education Program Website: http://

sburlstormwater.com/public-outreach/regional-stormwater-
education-program/

http://sburlstormwater.com/public-outreach/regional-stormwater-education-program/ 
http://sburlstormwater.com/public-outreach/regional-stormwater-education-program/ 
http://sburlstormwater.com/public-outreach/regional-stormwater-education-program/ 
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

Importance of a Responsible Management 
Entity (RME) and Various Advanced Treatment 
Technologies in Areas of Poor Soil

Table Rock Lake, 
Missouri

Grantee: Table Rock Lake Water Quality, Inc.

$1,940,000Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2007

Grantee Purpose: Due t Due to so stteeeep slopep slopes,s, fr fracturactureded  
limeslimesttone,one, and the thin soils of the O and the thin soils of the Ozzarkarks,s, sep septictic  
ttank eank effluenffluent rt receiveceives little,es little, if an if anyy,, tr treeaatmetmennt frt from theom the  
nanaturtural enal envirvironmenonment. Sept. Septic stic syysstteem fm failurailure plaguee plaguedd  
thethe ar areea ba by diminishing wy diminishing waatteer quality in Tr quality in Tableable R Rockock  
LakLake,e, adv adveerrsely asely affffecting tecting tourism,ourism, and also putting and also putting  
drinking wdrinking waatteer ar at risk. This grt risk. This granant sought sought tt to impro improovvee  
thethese cse conditions.onditions.

Proposed Project: Demons Demonstrtraatte adve advanced onsitanced onsitee  
wwasastteewwaatter trer treaeatmentment tt teechnologiechnologies and manags and manageememenntt  
thrthrough field tough field teessting of sting of syysstteems and implemenms and implementtaationtion  
of a Rof a Responsible Managesponsible Manageememennt Ent Entity (RME). Identity (RME). Identiftifyy  
leglegal impedimenal impediments tts to theo the accep accepttance of advance of advanceancedd  
trtreaeatmentment st syysstteems and ims and implemplememennt a lart a larggee public public  
educeducaation and outrtion and outreach eeach effffort.ort.

Project Overview

Table Rock Lake is a scenic and popular summer vacation
destination in the Ozark Mountains of southwestern 

Missouri. Increasing populations in the 1990s led to more 
septic systems in Table Rock Lake communities. Soils around 
the lake were inadequate for effective wastewater treatment 
with conventional onsite systems (septic systems). The grantee 
reported that this led to high failure rates: 75-90 percent of 
systems over 5 years old in 2001 were not adequately treating 
wastewater. Untreated wastewater would flow to the lake 
through the fractured limestone. Recognizing the impact 
poor water quality could have on the local tourism industry, 
the community formed Table Rock Lake Water Quality, Inc. 
(TRLWQ).

TRLWQ initially carried out a septic study that found failing 
septic systems contributed a significant amount of nutrients 
to the lake. The study concluded that septic systems were the 
predominant source of nutrients causing algae to develop in 
coves. TRLWQ called for more effective upgrades and long-term 
management of septic systems. 

The grantee’s objectives were to: 

• Demonstrate multiple advanced onsite wastewater
treatment technologies;

• Demonstrate long-term management solutions through the
creation of an RME;

• Identify legal impediments to widespread implementation of
advanced treatment systems;

• Evaluate the feasibility of water reuse; and

• Conduct public education and outreach.

Image 37: InsImage 37: Insttallation of an advancallation of an advanced treed treatmeatmennt st sysystteem. (Photm. (Photo co courtourteessy ofy of  
StStoneone Coun County Hety Health Departmealth Departmennt)t)
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Technology

This grant project featured the following six different advanced 
onsite wastewater treatment technologies. TRLWQ selected 24 
sites for demonstration (6 cluster systems that served multiple 
homes, 6 resorts, 9 single family homes, 2 restaurants, and 1 
community shower house). 
TTableable 14: De 14: Decceenntraliztralized wased wastteewatwateer trer treatmeatmennt tt teechnologies used in thischnologies used in this  
dedemonsmonstration projetration project.ct.

Constructed 
Wetlands 

Simulates natural wastewater 
treatment

BioMicrobics Fixed 
Activated Sludge 
Treatment (FAST)

Fixed-film media, aerated system 
utilizing bacteria growth

BioMicrobics 
RetroFAST

Adapts conventional systems by 
inserting a RetroFAST unit and an 
aeration blower into the existing 
septic tank

ZABEL or Quanics SCAT 
treatment

Ecoflo Peat-moss Filter 
treatment

Bio-filter system using a tank 
containing media such as foam 
cubes for effluent treatment

Attached growth pre-treatment 
system that reduces contaminants/ 
nutrients before discharge into soil

Recirculating Sand 
Filter treatment

Aerobic, fixed-film bio-filter that 
removes suspended solids from 
wastewater

Costs

TRLWQ estimated that the average cost in 2001 for an advanced 
system with drip dispersal in imported soil on a residential site 
was $20,000 - $25,000. The grantee estimated $45,000 in 2001 
for an aeration/fixed-film media system for a small resort and 
$48,000 in 2001 for a foam cube media filter system at a small 
resort. The grantee reports decreased cost of installation with 
greater familiarity with these systems over time. In the case of 
aeration systems, another factor in the reduced costs may be 
due to the volume of units sold.

TRLWQ estimated that operation and maintenance fees would 
remain the same as in 2001 at approximately $20-30 per month.

Monitoring Data and Results

The grantee determined drip irrigation was the best choice 
for effluent dispersal because the design disperses the liquid 
effluent over a wide area, allowing for maximum absorption by 
the soils. Native soils were generally not adequate to provide 
this treatment, so soil was imported to many of the sites to make 
drip irrigation effective. 

The grantee installed monitoring systems at four sites with 
varying wastewater treatment technologies to measure 
treatment success. Samples were taken of septic tank effluent, 
treatment effluent, and subsurface liquids. Table 15 displays 
average concentrations among the four sites throughout the 
monitoring period of 2005 – 2007. The monitoring data indicate 
a high rate of success. 

TTableable 15: A 15: Averageverage sep septic etic efflueffluennt,t, treat treated eed efflueffluennt,t, and sub and subsurfsurfacace liquide liquid  
cconconcenentrations at ftrations at four monitour monitoring sitoring sites.es.

Parameter Septic Tank Treated Sub- Surface

Biological 
Oxygen Demand 
(BOD5) (mg/L)

162 26.8 3

TSS (mg/L) 46 17.7 N/A

Ammonia 
(mg/L) 5.6 4 0.41

Phosphorus 
(mg/L) 3 2.7 0.93

Fecal Coliform 
(colonies/100 
mL)

271,000 19,488 140

Lessons Learned and Project Outcomes

A major outcome of this grant project was an acceptance of 
the use of advanced decentralized wastewater treatment for 
the Table Rock Lake area. In the past, local stakeholders did 
not widely accept these systems as feasible or practical and 
contractors in the area did not install them. 

The project also demonstrated that a drip field can be built 
where there is little soil initially. As a result of this grant project, 
the director of Stone County Health Department, the local 
regulatory agency, placed greater emphasis on wastewater 
concerns and hired a full-time sanitarian dedicated entirely to 
wastewater regulation.

The project addressed the issue of maintenance and 
management of onsite systems through the formation of the 
Ozarks Clean Water Company (OCWC) in 2004. OCWC owns 
and operates individual and clustered decentralized wastewater 
systems as the RME using EPA’s Management Model 5 Program, 
removing the maintenance responsibility from the individual 
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property owner. The grantee considered this program the 
most feasible model for OCWC since it is most comparable 
to a city sewer program where the homeowner or property 
owner is only responsible for the monthly bill payment. Due 
primarily to convenience to the homeowner, RMEs were found 
by the grantee to be an excellent means to properly managing 
individual septic systems on a community level. 

In the past, the few installers with experience in advanced 
treatment systems, such as drip irrigation systems, did not 
generally recommend these systems or install them due to 
maintenance concerns. The adoption of renewable operating 
permits requiring maintenance provided a solution to this 
problem. As a result of this grant project, the Stone County 
Health Department recognized the importance of requiring 
better regulations on wastewater treatment systems and 
changed their ordinance to reflect EPA’s Management Model 3 
Program management system, requiring a renewable operating 
permit for advanced treatment systems.

One of the most important components of the grant project 
was the two-way communication between the public and the 
project team. To facilitate communication and public outreach, 
the TRLWQ board authorized the formation of a community 
involvement group. The group was composed of a diverse group 
of local citizens and stakeholders such as homeowners, realtors, 
bankers, septic tank pumpers, resort owners, developers, 
educators, senior citizen groups, and environmental groups.

Present Site Conditions

The project is still in operation. OCWC continues to provide 
wastewater infrastructure operation and maintenance, and it 
now also provides similar services for drinking water. There are 
over 800 customers that receive sewer and/or water services 
from OCWC, compared to approximately 300 at the end of the 
demonstration grant project. OCWC merged with a local not-
for-profit sewer company in August 2017. This resulted in an 
increase from about 800 to over 2,000 customers who receive 
sewer/water services from OCWC.

There are now 18 different cluster systems with more continuing 
to be added. All original systems from the demonstration grant 
project are still in operation. Advanced treatment systems with 
effluent drip irrigation are now standard in the area. Plants 
growing near the drip systems have been shown to uptake 
nutrients from the effluent. Feedback from locals shows a 
change in perception regarding advanced treatment systems and 
drip irrigation.

The Health Department passed an ordinance requiring 
septic systems to be inspected prior to selling a home with 
responsibility for any needed repair/replacement falling to the 

homeowner. The lake continues to be cleaner and clearer every 
year with 50 feet visibility in spring 2017, the clearest in 30 
years. Today, Clean Water State Revolving Fund (SRF) programs 
are used for funding septic system remediation projects.

Project Participants and Resources

• David Casaletto, President/CEO, Ozarks Water Watch (formerly
Program Coordinator, TRLWQ): www.ozarkswaterwatch.org

• Table Rock Lake Water Quality Inc. Table Rock Lake Water
Quality Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project.
Final Technical Report. December 2007. https://www.epa.gov/
sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/tablerock_report_0.
pdf

• EPA’s Voluntary Guidelines for Management of Onsite
and Clustered (Decentralized) Wastewater Treatment
Systems, March 2003: https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/
files/2015-06/documents/septic_guidelines.pdf

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/tablerock_report_0.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/tablerock_report_0.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/tablerock_report_0.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/septic_guidelines.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/septic_guidelines.pdf
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Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project 
 Grantee Final Report Summary

The views expressed in this document are solely those of each demonstration project grantee in its final report and follow-up discussions and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Agency. EPA does not endorse any products or commercial services mentioned in this document.

A Rural Community Approach to Decentralized 
Wastewater System Management

Warren, 
Vermont

Grantee: Town of Warren

1,500,000Grant Amount: Year Completed: 2005

Grantee Purpose: Pr Prototeect locct local rival riveerrs and ss and swimmingwimming  
arareeas fras from incrom increased leeased levvels of harmels of harmful bactful bacteeria cria causedaused  
bby fy failing sepailing septic stic syysstteems and imprms and improper sepoper septic stic syyssttemem  
managmanageememennt.t.    

Proposed Project: De Devvelop and implemenelop and implementt  
a ca comprompreehensivhensive dee dececenntrtralizalized wed wasastteewwaatteerr  
managmanageememennt plan thrt plan through activough activee public in public invvolvolveememenntt  
and a thorand a thorough needs assessmenough needs assessment.t.

Project Overview

Warren, Vermont, is a traditional New England rural
town with an 18th century historic mill village at its 

center. Two scenic recreational rivers flow through the village. 
In the 1990s, signs of impaired water quality forced the Town of 
Warren, the grantee, to produce a sewer feasibility study. The 
study was inconclusive, but residents remained concerned with 
potential impacts from failing septic systems. Subsequent water 
quality studies illustrated consistent bacterial contamination in 
some parts of the river. The community created a Wastewater 
Advisory Committee (WAC) to guide the assessment and 
evaluation processes to determine the root cause of the water 
quality issue. WAC also served as a critical advocate for building 
public support for this project. The grantee’s path to becoming 
the Responsible Management Entity (RME) for decentralized 
wastewater management provides lessons for other small 
communities and rural towns. 

The grantee’s process included:

• Assessing the condition and suitability of existing septic
systems and their impacts on local water resources;

• Determining and constructing the most cost-effective
combination of options, including managing onsite
systems, using innovative treatment technologies, and
constructing or expanding offsite cluster systems;

• Creating and executing a wide-ranging decentralized
wastewater management program, including remote

monitoring technologies, a publicly acceptable user fee 
structure, and onsite system management; and

• Initiating, but ultimately not implementing, a low-interest
property owner loan program for onsite system repairs and
upgrades in support of the management program.

Image 38: Mad RiveImage 38: Mad River in Wr in Warren. (Photarren. (Photo co courtourteessy of the final grany of the final grantteee report)e report)
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Technology 

The grantee conducted a needs assessment that indicated a 
need for offsite solutions. The grantee selected a range of sites, 
which included: three properties where the existing system 
was suitable with minor upgrades for maintenance access; six 
properties that could upgrade their systems onsite; and 95 
properties to be connected to offsite cluster systems. With 
several properties using onsite solutions, the grantee concluded 
the two town-owned cluster systems provided adequate capacity 
for existing properties. The Warren Elementary School advanced 
decentralized wastewater system served as a positive example of 
innovative and alternative system technologies for the town and 
state. Many systems utilized remote monitoring technology. 

TTableable 16: De 16: Demonsmonstration project stration project sysystteems and trems and treatmeatmennt tt teechnologies.chnologies.

Brooks Field Cluster 
System 

(46 properties)

• Uses Septic Tank Effluent
Pump (STEP) systems with low
pressure and gravity sewers for
wastewater collection

• 30,000 gallons per day

Luce Pierce Road 
Cluster System
(3 properties)

• Uses Septic Tank Effluent
Gravity (STEG) system with
gravity sewers to the dispersal
field pressure distribution
pump system

• 2,000 gallons per day

Warren Elementary 
School 

• ORENCO Systems Inc.
recirculating AvantexTM textile
filters and shallow gravel-less
dispersal system which is time-
dosed

• 3,500 gallons per day

Costs

The final grantee report outlines total costs and funding sources 
for this project. The grantee reported EPA funds amounted to 
$1,500,000 with a total project cost of $4,662,000. In addition 
to the EPA demonstration project grant, the town received 
additional funding from an EPA State and Tribal Assistance Grant, 
a Vermont State Pollution Abatement Grant, State Revolving 
Fund (SRF) Loans, and town meeting allocations. 

For individual homeowners, 70 percent of the initial base 
connection fee are fixed operations and maintenance (O&M) 
costs. The remaining 30 percent is determined by metered water 
use. For a typical three-bedroom residence, the grantee reported 
user fees in 2005 were approximately $45 per month. As of 
2020, the user fees are about $65 per month, according to the 
Town of Warren.

Monitoring Results

The Freeman Brook and Mad River both run through Warren. 
The town reported that a volunteer organization, Friends of 
the Mad River, have collected water samples since the 1980s. 
Their sampling information sparked concern as higher levels 
of bacterial concentrations were found at the base of the 
waterways after flowing through the town. Sampling results in 
2000 indicated excellent water quality; therefore, surface water 
monitoring was discontinued. The grantee determined that 
the prior sampling events may have been too infrequent to be 
considered statistically significant.

Groundwater monitoring was constructed at alternative 
treatment system sites and larger cluster system sites. Fifty-five 
tests were completed on shallow and drilled wells. About one 
third of those tests indicated bacterial contamination, although 
none exceeded permit limits. 

The town’s sewage office collected effluent sampling at the 
Warren Elementary School system and Brooks Field system in 
2002. At the school system site, in 2001, the grantee sampled at 
the septic tank outlet and treatment system outlet, with results 
indicating the system remained within its permissible limits. 

The grantee used radio-based remote monitoring throughout 
this project. Remote monitoring allowed for the service provider 
to be notified immediately should any issues arise. The grantee 
did not include monitoring data in the final report. 

Lessons Learned

The grantee determined communities facing pollution challenges 
need a new way to evaluate the environmental and public health 
impacts from decentralized wastewater systems. A range of 
possible solutions can be identified for consideration through 
sampling and analysis. The grantee collected better information 
on onsite conditions through active public involvement in the 
needs assessment. The grantee’s community engagement 
resulted in support for proposed solutions and a positive local 
bond vote.

The grantee reported legal difficulties to the site selection of 
cluster systems. More sites were proposed but could not obtain 
secured legal agreements. While several properties used onsite 
solutions, the two cluster systems provided adequate treatment 
capacity for existing properties with a small amount of growth 
built in.
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Present Site Conditions

The Town of Warren and Stone Environmental Inc. provided an 
update for this grant project in 2020.

• The systems installed for this demonstration grant project
are still in use today. Over the last few years, additional
parcels have been added to the system. For example, the
Brooks Field cluster system now serves 70 properties, as
compared to the 46 properties when the project concluded.
Some were converted from single septic systems into
smaller cluster systems (i.e., from a single residence to 2-3
homes).

• Friends of the Mad River continue to sample local
waterways. Water quality meets requirements for the
region.

• Vermont onsite wastewater permitting regulations now
include a process for reviewing and approving innovative
and alternative technologies that did not exist before the
demonstration project.

• Stone Environmental prepares Water Quality Evaluation
Reports on behalf of the town when the Brooks Field
System’s indirect discharge permit is due for renewal (every
five years). In 2012 and 2017, all permitting criteria were
met and there were no exceedances.

Project Participants and Resources

• Town of Warren, VT. Warren, Vermont: A Different Approach
for Managing Wastewater in Rural Villages. Final Report.
2005. https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/
documents/warren_report_1.pdf

• Stone Environmental Inc. Summary Water Quality
Evaluation, Brooks Field Indirect Discharge System, ID‐9‐
0278‐1. Final Report. June 2012.

• Stone Environmental Inc. Summary Water Quality
Evaluation, Brooks Field Indirect Discharge System, ID‐9‐
0278‐1. Final Report. June 2017.

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/warren_report_1.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-06/documents/warren_report_1.pdf
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